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ABSTRACT

MODELLING CONSUMER PREFERENCES FOR CAMPGROUT.{D DESIGN

FEATURES AND PRICE USING CONJOINT ANALYSIS

Reduced use of publicly provided overnight camping facilities, and

agency motivation to reduce costs and increase revenue, provided incentive for

use of a marketing approach in this study. This research applies conjoint

analysis to determine the relative importance of a pre-determined set of

attributes in determining consumer preferences for overnight campgrounds. ln

addition, approaches to campground segmentation are evaluated with respect

to consumer preference, and the Pricing Sensitivity Measurement (PSM) model

for determining the'range of acceptable price' is investigated.

A full-profile conjoint analysis approach was used in a 4X3)€9 fractional

factorial design. A part-worth model was defined as the analytical model.

CONJOINT DESIGNER and SIMGRAF software (Bretton-Clark) were used in

the study. A questionnaire was mailed to a random sample of 1053 known

(1988) campground users and 634 (60.2o/o\ usable returns were received.

Results of the conjoint analysis showed price to be the most important

determinant of preference. However, the PSfuî results suggested that current

prices were below the upper level of the range of acceptable price. Thus, while

price was the most important attribute in the preference model, price increases

would be possible. The provision of showers, beach, fishing opportunities, and

firewood were also important determinants of preference. Services at the

campsite were also important. Full-service and electrically serviced sites were
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preferred; this being in direct contrast to the current supply which is dominated

by unserviced sites. The provision of hiking trails, campsite reservation

systems, stores, and interpretive services did not contribute significantly to

consumer preference. This suggested that these services could be eliminated

from agency campgrounds (or not added) without negative consumer reaction.

Similarly, travel distance was not an important determinant of preference.

Segmentation of the results provided numerous insights that may guide

marketing mix decisions. Analysis of variance found segmentation on the basis

of 'type of camping equipment used' [F(6,624=4.538, p<.00021 and on the

basis of 'total days of camping'[F(5,628)=2.670, p<.021]to be significant. other

segmentation criteria (c.f. age, total family income, place of residence, camping

month and parldcampground used) were not significant.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Significant challenges face the future manager in recreation and parks.

Changes in the demand for specific recreation activities, for example, will

require that future managers develop knowledge of marketing concepts and

have the ability to implement marketing practices. The importance of marketing

to the future manager can be clearly illustrated with respect to the use of public-

sector parks and campgrounds in Canada. The basic goal of these agencies

has traditionally been two-fold; to preserve the environment and to provide

opportunities for participation in outdoor recreation. These positions are often

viewed as being incompatible, giving rise to concerns about how park

managers may 'trade-off' between these goals as the situation in parks

changes. This research assumes that'users' are of increasing importance to

public-sector park agencies; as a source of revenue, and as a means of

justifying parks in the future. This suggests a need to ensure that campgrounds

meet the needs of current and future users.

ln the future, the operative scenario is likely to reflect continuing changes

in the level of service offered in campgrounds, and increases in the price

charged to 'users'. Simultaneously, it is likely that competition for campers

(customers) will increase. lt is believed therefore, that agencies will require

more comprehensive'marketing intelligence in order to remain competitive.

This study will demonstrate how marketing can be used to achieve this goal.



Theories and Concepts Affecting This Research

Ðe¡nanrd is critical to this study. The term demand refers to the number

of units of a particular good or service that customers are willing to purchase

during a specified period and under a given set of conditions. For managerial

decision making, the primary focus is on "market" demand which is viewed as

the aggregate of "individual" demand. As a result, insight into'market" demand

relationships is gained by understanding the nature of demand at the individual

consumer level. At the level of the individual, demand is determined by the

"value" associated with the acquisition and use of a good or service, and the

financial abílity of the consumer to acquire the good or service. Merely having

the desire to use a service without the ability to purchase does not constitute

demand.

One consumer behaviour model of individual demand suggests that the

value or worth of a good or service (its utility) is the prime determinant of

individual demand. ln this model consumers are viewed as attempting to

maximize the total utility provided by the goods and services they consume.

This optimization process requires them to examine such relationships as the

the marginal utility of acquiring additional units of a product or service and the

relative value of acquiring one product as opposed to another. ln this

circumstance, characteristics of both the product and the individual are

important determinants of demand (Pappas et al., 1983). ln the context of this

research, characteristics of the product include such factors as price,

campground design features, and additional services that can be manipulated

by park managers.



The notion of exeharìge is also an important consideration with respect

to this research. According to McDonald et al. (1986), visitors to parks may

expect more benefits as park service fees increase. This notion can be

explained by the logic of Exchange Theory which suggests that increased costs

(to the consumer by way of fee increases) need to be balanced by some

perception of increased benefits. This means that in their transactions,

individuals aim to maximize their benefits and minimize their costs (Foa and

Foa, 1975). Accordingly, it may be that in evaluating various camping

opportunities, individuals strike a balance between price and other attributes

that are offered in the various combinations available. Or, it may be that

consumers merely select the'best' available product regardless of price. The

question is, what relationship exists between those attributes that constitute the

product(s) available? More specifically, park managers can benefit by knowing

how important each attribute is in the purchase decision and should aim to

provide products that will optimize purchase behaviour or satisfaction. That is,

managers should develop products that are comprised of the optimal

combination of attributes. By offering such products to customers, these

managers will have greater opportunity of securing the maximum numbers of

customers (e.9. capturing a larger market share). Management, however, must

ultimately weigh the cost of providing optimal products against the revenue

generating potential that new customers represent; a benefit-cost analysis. lf

the revenue potential eNceeds the expected costs, then the new products

should be offered. Similarly, reductions to existing service levels which reduce

overall costs (which constitute new products), that result in no significant loss of

customers must also be considered.



Crompton and Lamb (1986) note that "the term allocation implies that

different amounts of a service are assigned to selected groups on the basis of

some principle or standard. The generally accepted standard for allocating

public services is equity" (p. 155). ln this context, equity addresses the

question of fairness. That is, some standard of equity is implicit every time

services are offered, and in particular when fees are charged.

ln the public sector the concept of equity has historically been cause for

public agencies to resist the desire to charge individuals for use of parks.

However, this notion has had opponents for several decades. Proposals have

been made suggesting that higher portions of the costs associated with the

provision of non-essential public seruices, be borne by those who use such

services. Proponents of this notion suggest that users accrue the majority of

benefits and, therefore, should pay accordingly. This benefits principle is

receiving more favorable reception among administrators and politicians in

recent years as the ratio between operating costs and revenues has increased,

leaving a greater burden on the public at large.



The Situation in Parks and Campgrounds

In Canada, the trend in use of public-sector parks and campgrounds is

evidenced by National Park statistics for the period 1930 to 1987. Total

attendance in parks started to increase after World War ll, with growth

continuing until 1980 when it reached a peak of 21.2 million visitors. ln

subsequent years total attendance declined, reaching a low of 19.5 million

visitors in 1985 before increasing again to the 1987 level of 20.8 million visitors.

National Park campgrounds, often viewed as the most important facility by

Parks, have also experienced declining use in recent years. Campground use

is reported to have totalled 6,466,000 party-nights in 1985-86, a decline of 6

percent from the previous reporting period. This continued a generally negative

trend that started in 1980 (Environment Canada Parks, 1986).

ln the Province of Manitoba similar trends in daily campground use are

evidenced by Provincial Parks Branch data that show the number of daily

unitdays (party-nights) sold decreasing from 207,234 in 1975 to 191 ,427 in

t988; reaching a low of 183,130 in 1987. (Manitoba Park Statistics, 1975 to

1988, annual). These Manitoba totals represent non-seasonal unitdays sold

and therefore do not represent unitdays sold on a seasonal basis or unitdays

provided at no charge to Canadian senior citizens. ln contrast to daily use,

seasonal unitdays sold increased from 106,718 in 1975 to 186,343 in 1988;

reaching a high of 193,159 in 1987. A more detailed explanation of MPB

campgrounds is provided in Section 2 of this report.

This trend toward decreasing use of public campgrounds has been

paralleled by an era of conservatism in the public sector in Canada. At a time
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when agencies responsible for the administration of parks have been faced with

substantially inflated operating costs, revenue generation has declined

(assuming constant dollars), and public budgets have failed to keep pace. This

has resulted in many agencies seeking to expand their revenue generation

potential (Heit, 1980, pp. 12).

Doyle (1984) in his paper entitled "Revenue Enhancement, Cost

Reduction and Management lnnovation as a Means to Reducing Operating

Ðeficíts of Canadian Parks" assessed the relationship between revenue

generation and operating costs for most Provincial/Territorial parks agencies

and for the National Parks in Canada. ln his analysis he noted that on the

national scene, the average ratio of revenue to expenditures suggests that

revenue has accounted for about 25o/o of costs in recent years. This

represented a decline from in excess of 50o/o for reporting agencies in the late

Sixties. He suggested that these reduced cost recovery ratios result in

substantial increases in the tax burden associated with the provision of parks.

Doyle also suggested that the development of strategies that would lead to

reduced dependance on the tax base are favoured by the majority of agencies

surveyed.

Similar findings were suggested by Driver (1985). His review of public

responses to user fees at public recreatíon areas in the United States found

evidence of increasing support among agency administrators and politicians for

fee increases that would reduce the requirements for budget increases. He

also found that individual users were willing to pay increased user fees,

especially if these fees could be earmarked for return to the collecting agency.

Driver et al. (1985) also supported the notion of substantial fee increases for
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publicly provided outdoor recreation, suggesting that such increases would be

common in the near future. ln addition, they noted a trend toward the levying of

a broader range of fees in public parks and campgrounds.

The Role of Marketing

lnterest in user fees for publicly provided outdoor recreation is expected

to increase as agency budgets become more constrained (Crandall, 1984;

Crompton and Lamb, 1986; Driver, 1985; Driver et al., t985; Hoover, 1978;

Manning and Baker, 1981 ; Rosenthal et al., 1984). As a result, it is clear that

'users' will become increasingly important to those who manage publicly

provided outdoor recreation areas. That is, the beliefs held by consumers about

camping products are important. This notion suggests a role for marketing.

Doyle (1984) supports this position. His study concluded that a strong

marketing focus would be essential for park agencies in the future, especially

for those agencies that sought to enhance revenue.

Various concepts need to be understood with respect to marketing in the

context of this research. These include the concept of exchange, marketing,

marketing mix, the marketing concept, market segmentation, product

differentiation, and product optimization.

Marketing as defined by the American Marketing Association and

reported by Murphy and Enis (1986), "is the process of planning and executing

the conception, pricing, promotion, and dístribution of ideas, goods, and

services to create exchanges that satisfy individual and organizational

objectives" (p.24). This definition is consistent with recent marketing literature



which suggests that product, price, promotion and distribution are the primary

elements of the marketing mix. Crompton and Lamb (1986) suggest that these

marketing mix elements, together with the selection of the client groups to be

served (e.9. market segments), represents the combination of variables that an

agency can control and manipulate to achieve desired outcomes.

According to Kotler and Turner (1985), marketing exists when individuals

decide to satisfy needs and wants through the process of exchange which is the

act of obtaining a desired product from someone by offering something in return

(e.9. money exchanged for the use of a campsite for one night). Central to this

understanding of marketing is the marketing concept. Defined by Kotler and

Turner (1985), "the marketing concept holds that the key to achieving

organizational goals consists in determining the needs and wants of target

markets and delivering the desired satisfactions more effectively and efficiently

than competitors" (p.22). ln its simplest form the marketing concept notes that

"we have to stop marketing makeable products and learn to make marketable

products" (Kotler and Turner, 1985, p. 22). With respect to this research,

application of the marketing concept implies finding out what attributes

consumers of parks'services want the most, incorporating these into the

products offered by the parks agency, and then marketing these products

(bundles of attributes) to identifiable specific target market segments. This

implies that agencies providing products (e.9. camping opportunities) must

accept the notion of competition.

The concepts of market segmentation and product differentiation also

have relevance with respect to this research. Dickson and Ginter (1987) define

market segmentation as "a state of demand heterogeneity such that the total
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market demand can be disaggregated into segments with distinct demand

functions" (p. 5). They note that individual demand functions are not directly

observable and segment distinctions are usually blurred. Thus, different

agencies'conclusions about the number and properties of market segments will

vary with their conceptual and analytical approaches to segment identification.

Because the perceptions of segments may provide a basis for marketíng

strategy, they may be one determinant of competitive performance.

Consequently, the accuracy of the agencies' perception of market segmentation

often is a crucial determinant of competitive advantage. ln the case of public

campground provision, the ability to segment the market may, therefore, be

essential to improved efficiency.

Dickson and Ginter (1987) also note that product differentiation should

be defined as a market condition. They define product differentiation as existing

when "a product offering is perceived by the consumer to differ from its

competition on any physical or nonphysical product characteristic including

price" (p. 4). They suggest that the prevalent condition is one in which all

products are not perceived as equal on each of the product characteristics,

including price. Product differentiation strategy then, could be pursued through

product design in specification of actual product characteristics and/or through

advertising directed at establishing perceptions of both physical and non-

physical product characteristics. This implies that park agencies should attempt

to distinguish their campgrounds from those of other suppliers. To accomplish

this, they need to develop an understanding of how consumers evaluate

campground offerings.
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What is clear from this discussion is that both market segmentation and

market differentiation can provide the basis for marketing strategies. Equally

clear is that the preferred strategic option is determined primarily by the existing

market conditions. ln addition, it is clear that a strategy of product differentiation

does not require the existence of market segments, but may be used in

conjunction with market segmentation strategy when segments are perceived to

exist. ln contrast, a strategy of market segment development is feasible only

when product dífferentiation already exists or is an accompanying strategy.

Thus, product differentiation and market segmentation are clearly not alternative

marketing strategies (Dickson and Ginter, 1987).

The Concept of Complex Decision Making

ln the larger context, individuals who purchase specific produits over

other alternatives do so having gone though a process of complex decision

making. Louviere (f 988) describes this process as involving the following

steps:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Need Awareness

Search and Learning

Valuation of Key Decision Criteria

Evaluation of Alternatives on Key Decision Criteria

Decision to Choose / Not Choose Any Alternative

lf Choosing An Alternative, Which One? (p. 10)

ln this context consumers are involved in the process of assessment,

comparison, and/or evaluation in which they decide which aspects of products
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or services are important, compare products or services on each of the

important aspects, and decide which one(s), if any, to choose. This process is

complicated. Louviere (1988) believes that consumers do not perceive physical

variables in physical measurement terms. Rather, they make psychological or

perceptual judgments about each. Engel, Blackwell and Miniard (1986)

suggest that this involves the consumer's beliefs, which lead to the formation of

attitudes about alternative products. Ultimately these attitudes lead consumers

to form an intention to purchase, to pick the'winner' or product that they will

purchase. ln any case, consumers form impressions or opinions about the

positions of various products on each determinant attribute that matters; and this

process involves integrating perceptual information.

For the purposes of this research, both the evaluation of alternatives and

the choosing of the final alternative (ie. which product is chosen among

alternatives) are significant. For example, public-sector park managers need to

know which of the evaluative criteria are important to the consumer. ln this

context, the evaluative criteria are best thought of as product-based

representations of the consumer's underlying motives. Engel, Blackwell and

Miniard (1986) discuss price and reputation of brand as important examples of

evaluative criteria. Walsh (1986) suggests that w¡th respect to outdoor

recreation (camping), criteria would include but not be limited to, price,

attractiveness or quality of the recreation site, congestion at the site, travel time

to the site, and availabílity of substitutes.

Equally important to the public-sector park manager is the notion of

purchase behaviour. For example, which combination of evaluative criteria (ie.

which product) will the customer purchase? ln marketing, product optimization
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is the operative concept related to this question. Green et al. (1981) suggest

that the following series of questions are central to the concept of product

optimization:

1. What is the most profitable neMmodified product

to make, consistent with one's current product line,

and what is the best target market for this new

product?

2. What market segments will optimize profits for the

current product line and, given a specifically

defined segment, what is the most profitable

product for it?

3. Given the competitive introduction of a new product,

what is one's best retaliatory strategy, what is one's

best retaliatory strategy from a producUmarket

standpoint? (p. 17)

For this study question number one, above, is considered; the optimal

product being viewed as having the greatest utility to the purchaser. That is,

within the range of management's potential, what combination of attributes

and/or attribute levels will result in maximum purchase. While the question of

potential segments are of concern, this study does not attempt to identify the

most profitable segments, nor does it consider retaliatory strategies given

competitive introduction of new products,
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Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this study was to investigate consumer preferences for a

pre-determined set of attributes thought to influence choice of developed

campgrounds operated by h¡lanitoba Department of Natural Resources, Parks

Branch (MPB).

To this end the following problems are proposed:

1. To discover the relative importance (part-worth utility

range) that consumers place on each of a pre-determined

set of attributes that are thought to influence consumer

choice of overnight campgrounds provided by MPB.

2. To discover the range of prices that known users of

MPB campgrounds are willing to pay for use of a campsite

on a daily basis.

3. To discover the combination of attribute levels that would

result in the maximum purchase rate of MPB campsites by

known MPB campground users.

4. To develop a socio-demographic profile of current MPB

campground users that may be useful in providing a basis for

segmenting the day-use campground market.
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5. To discover if the relative importance (part-worth utility

range) of attributes is significantly different for market

segments distinguished on the basis of frequency of use of

MPB campgrounds in 1988, age, total family income, type of

camping equipmenUvehicle used, place of residence,

preference for campsite services (unserviced, electrical,

full-service), and preference for campground ownership

(Natíonal Park, Manitoba Provincial Park, Private

campground).

6. To develop a simulation model which MPB managers could use

to evaluate how proposed changes to the attribute levels

used in this study, may affect the consumer preference of

MPB campgrounds

Subproblems

A subproblem of this research is to investigate the applicability of the

Price Sensitivity Measurement (PSM) method developed by van Westendorp

and reported by Travis (1982).
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Null Hypotheses

The null hypotheses to be tested in this research include:

Ho(1)

There is no significant difference in the relatíve

importance (part-worth utility ranges) that MPB

campground users assign to the pre-determined set of

attributes used in this study.

Ho(2)

There is no significant difference in the relative

importance (part-worth utility ranges) that MPB

campground users assign to the pre-determined set of

attributes used in this study, for respondent segments that are

distinguished on the basis of:

a) number of camping nights purchased in MPB campgrounds in

1988

b) age of survey respondent

c) total family income

d) type of camping equipment/vehicle used (ie. tent, motor

home)

e) place of residence

f) month wherein the camping permit was purchased

g) park where the camping permit was purchased
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Assumptions

This research assumes that managers of publicly provided outdoor

recreation areas will consciously attempt to reduce the tax burden associated

with the provision of parks and campgrounds by modifying their marketing mix.

It is further assumed that, with respect to controllable management actions, this

will be attempted by means of product modification and by changing pricing

strategies in an attempt to provide optimal products.

It is also assumed that consumer's choice of campgrounds is the result of

complex decision making, or the process of assessment, comparison, and/or

evaluation in which consumers decide which aspects of products or services

are impoftant, compare products or services on each of the important aspects,

and decide which one(s), if any, to choose.

Further, it is assumed that the principal attributes that affect consumer

choice of camping products have been effectively identified by survey research

conducted by MPB in 1988. The research also assumes that consumer

decision making can be modeled using an additive conjoint analysis approach.

Limitations

This study is limited to the investigation of consumer decision making as

it pertains to overnight camping sold on a daily basis in developed

campgrounds operated by MPB. While also important, the study does not

consider consumer decision making with respect to overnight camping sold as

a seasonal pass, to day-use of parks facilities, cottage leasing, or use of
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undeveloped backcountry operated by MPB. The study is also limited to MPB

users only and thus does not consider non-campers, or campers who choose to

use campgrounds offered by other public agencies or by the private sector.

ln conjoint analysis, consumers' overall impressions, evaluations, or

judgments of the attributes that constitute the available choices, are relative to

their previous experiences and knowledge, and limited by the attributes

included in the analysis. Thus, their judgments may change if (a) additional

attributes were added to those included in the evaluation (ie. as noted in

assumptions), and (b) if new information or experiences are acquired by

consumers that change their values or beliefs concerning attributes prior to

them making a related purchase decision.

Need for the Study

The need for public agencies to incorporate the use of marketing into

their management practices is strongly evidenced in the literature related to

parks. This is particularly true with respect to the involvement of current and

potential consumers in the'change' process, rather than making decisions

without substantial consideration of consumer reaction. lt is evident that the

vast majority of marketing-related decisions are based on observations of

actions taken by similar agencies or that they merely reflect other unjustifiable

criteria (Crompton and Lamb, 1986; Driver, 1985). Thus, it is important to

demonstrate the need and value of marketing informat¡on such as that which

will be generated by this study. At the very least, this study will require MPB

managers to fully discuss marketing issues that pertain to their agency goals.
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The use of marketing research methods such as conjoint analysis are

noticeably absent in the literature related to publicly provided recreation and

parks. Thus, by demonstrating the process and application of conjoint analysis

in this study, it is hoped that recreation and park professionals will make further

use of the process.

ln practical terms, the results of this study will provide a sound basis upon

which the MPB can test various marketing mix (attribute level) alternatives prior

to their introduction into the system. Previously, changes were introduced and

their affects were only measurable after implementation. Similarly, the result

may provide a basis for more efficient and effective parks provision, and the

research process may serve to highlight the provision of camping opportunities

by MPB to politicians and to the general public.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This selected review of the related literature is conducted in two sections.

The first section provides an overview of the approaches used to measure

consumer judgments and reviews the literature relevant to the use of conjoint

analysis. Section two reviews the outdoor recreation literature related to this

study.

APPROACHES TO MEASUREMENT OF CONSUMERS' JUDGMENTS

Substantial effort has been devoted by marketing researchers to the

study of consumer attitudes toward product characteristics. ln essence, such

efforts have attempted to estimate the structuie of consumers' preferences (e.g.,

part-worths, attribute importance weights) and the specification of

representational models that best reflect their evaluations of multiattribute

alternatives (Green and Srinivasan, t978; Green and Wind, 1975). These

models assume that consumers make decisions about alternative products or

services (campgrounds for this research) having made an assessment of

product characteristics (Beckwith and Lehmann, 1973; Bettman et al., 1975). lt

is further assumed that these models can be expressed in mathematical form

(Timmermans and van den Heijden, 1984).

The major choices associated with attempts to model consumer choice

are two-fold. First, is the decision to focus on actual behaviour or expressed

preferences. The second is whether to use a compositional approach, in which

the model components are specified separately and then combined into an
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aggregate model, or a decompositional approach, which starts with an

expressed preference or observed behaviour followed by analysis that aims to

identify the interior structure of that preference or choice (June and Smith,

1984. Several authors noted advantages and disadvantages associated with

each choice (Akaah and Korgaonkar, 1983; Cattin andWittink, 1982; Green and

Srinivasan, Ig78; Jaccard et al., 1986; Mazis et al., 1975). June and Smith

(1987), summarized the advantages and disadvantages of each as shown in

Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Figure 1

Summary of The Arguments Concerning Compositional
Versus Decompositional Model Designs

SUBSTANCE OFARGUMENT
MODEL DESIGN FOR AGAINST

Compositional

1. Relatively simple to design and
implement.

2. Researcher has complete cor¡trol
over choice of variables and
combination rules.

1. Respondents often find model
design too simplistic and
unrealistic.

2. Adequacy of model can be
compromised by poorly chosen
variables or model structure.

Decompositional

1. Model design usually produces
more realistic survey insùumer¡ts
for respondents.

2. Calibration of modeltied more
closely to dependent variables.

1. Can require more complex
survey designs and analyt¡cal
methods.

2. Researcher has less contol over
ultimate føm of model and of
weights associated wÍth individual
model comoonents.
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Figure 2
Summary of The Arguments Concerning Overt Behaviour
Versus Expressed Preference Data in Choice Modeling

SUBSTANCE OFARGUMENT
MODEL FOCUS FOR AGAINST

Behaviour

1. May more reliably irdicate actual
future behaviour.

2. Less hypothetical, and less open
to "wishfulthinking" or gaîe
playing.

3. More reliable and objective than
opinion data.

1. Reflects available supply, not
necessarily real preferer'Ìces or
choices if supply were larger.

2. May be less stable owing to
tefiìporary influences on behaviour
whereas attitudes may be møe
stable and indbative of future
behaviour.

3. Dda not available frorn current
non-participants or non-
ourchasers.

Preference

1. Not constrained by current
opportunities.

2. Can be used to study possible
choices of proposed products.

3. Not constrained to current
participants or purchasers.

1. Link between opinÍons about
preferences and actual behaviour
not always strong.

2. Respondents may have difficulty
answeríng survey questions
reliably.

3. Validity of data depends on
ability of researcher to design a
qood survev form.

Jaccard et al. (1986) describe and statistically compare six methods used

for identifying the importance of product attributes as they influence consumer

preference and choice. They review elicitation measures, information-search

measures, importance ratings, subjective probability measures, Thurstone

measures, and conjoint measurement.

The elicitation approach asks subjects to rank order the characteristics

that are important to them in evaluating a product or service, in an open-ended

fashion. Responses are content'analyzed and the order of elicitation is used as

the basis for determining the importance of attributes listed. lndirect support for
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this approach is provided by several authors (Kaplan and Fishbein, 1969;

Tversky and Kahneman, 1973; and Szalay and Deese, 1978)-

lnformation-search measures require respondents to select one of

several products (product descriptions) from a list of available choices. They

are also presented with a list of attributes, each of which provides access to

information concerning the attribute (c.f. price information). lnformation is

requested by the respondent one attribute at a time. Respondents are permitted

to select as much or as little information as they want prior to making a decision

about which product they would purchase from the list of available choices.

Analysis is based on the order of selection, duration, and number of times an

attribute's information is accessed (Jacoby, 1977).

lmportance rat¡ngs typically require respondents to rate the importance of

each of several attributes on a likert-type rating scale. The results are then

analyzed to determine the relative importance of each attribute. This method is

typical in leisure research (e.9. McDonald et al., 1986).

Subjective probability measures typically ask respondents to rate their

probability of purchasing a given product on a likert-type rating scale.

Measures are asked as key attributes are manipulated to extremes. For

example, respondents may be asked to rate their probability of buying a certain

product (a) if the product was expensive, and (b) if the product were

inexpensive. The absolute difference between the two conditional measures

sêrves as the index of importance (e.9. Jaccard et al., 1979).
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Thurstone measures (paired comparisons) present respondents with
pairs of attributes and ask them to indicate which of the two wourd be more
important to them in evaruating a given product. Ail possibre pairs are
presented and traditionar paired comparison anarysis is undertaken. rn this
approach only aggregate level estimates are possible (Fishbein and Ajzen,
1 97s).

conjoínt procedures as described later in this paper were also included
in this comparison.

Jaccard et al' (1986) suggest that conclusions made about attribute
importance may be quite different depending on which of the methods
described above are used. They refer to the possibirity of using a
multidimensional approach that involves at reast two ditferent measures of
attríbute importance' They noted however that the row revers of convergence
may primariry be the resurt of unreriabirity of the measures used and arso
cautioned that a multidimensional approach would reguire an elaboration of the
conceptual foundations underlyíng attribute importance and how these rerate toproduct evaruation. whire the findings of this comparison suggest rack of
convergence among the methods used, the authors emphasized that each of
the methods considered, either has a substantiar theoreticar base, or is widery
used in applied research' This serves to reinforce the validity of these methods,
including conjoint analysis.

Arso of note ¡n any discussion of methods used in the evaruation of
attribute importance is multidimensional scating. This technique is intended to
infer the underlying dimensions of attribute importance from a series of simirarity
and/or preference judgments provided by respondents (customers) about
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products' Typically, respondents rate alternatives two at a time using a 10-12
point likert-type scale with end points indicated as highly simílar and highly
dissimilar' computer programs then generate visual output indicating the
perceived similarity between the products, usuaily on a two-dimensionar basis
(Enger et ar., 19g6). Green et ar., (1gg7), suggest that the advantages of
multidimensionar scaring rie in its dispray power, noting that rerationships
among brands' attributes, and target segments can be easily portrayed in terms
of relative distance using a perceptuar map. These authors suggest using
multidimensionar scaring techniques to represent the resurts of conjoint
simulations in a user-friendly, graphic way.

Kanters and Hamilton (1990) note that MDS is extremely time consuming
for respondents given that each possible combination of attributes must be
rated. ln their study 20 recreation activities were evaruated, requiring an
average compretion time of 41.6 minutes using a pencir and paper technique.
They note that this amount of time may increase bias given the potentiar for
respondents to lose interest in the task. To overcome this potential, a direct
data entry approach that had respondents interact directly with microcomputer
terminals was used' This approach resulted in an average completion time of
22.2 minutes and was recommended for use with smailer sampre sizes.

conjoint analysis is another method that has received substantial use in
market research applications. The foundations for conjoint analysis were built
in mathematical psychology (Luce and Tukey, 1964). The first discussion of the
use of conjoint measurement in businææplications was by Green and Rao
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(1971). This marketing application discussed quantitying judgmental and

preference data. Green and Wind (1975) saw the following uses of conjoint

analysis: new product formulation, package design, brand name determination,

pricing and brand alternatives, and alternatíve service designs. Addelman

(1975) recognized conjoint analysis as a tool to value various product attributes

and as an aid to planning advertising campaigns, employee motivation, and

new product introduction.

The internal and external valídity of conjoint analysis has been

demonstrated in several research contexts (Davidson, 1973; Green and

Srinivasan, 1978; Parker and Srinivasan, 1976; Timmermans, 1987). Green, et

al., (1987) note that "the advantage of conjoint procedures lie in its analytic

power, based on a function of known attribute levels" (p.21). Other strengths

include the wide applicability of conjoint analysis and the acceptance that

virtually any choice problem may be addressed using this method. ln addition,

conjoint analysis has the added advantage of estimating preference judgments

at the individual and aggregate level.

Another significant advantage associated with the use of conjoint

analysis is that respondents may indicate their preferences by rating relatively

complete product descriptions rather than individual attributes of a product.

This process is thought to be more realistic. The process involves three

assumptions. First, conjoint analysis is based on the premise that an

individual's preference for certain product characteristics may be inferred from

the rating of the product descriptions. Second, conjoint analysis assumes that a

respondent's utility may be imputed from various levels of attributes, and that

there is a significant correlation between preference rating and the objective
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attríbutes of the product. Third, it is assumed that the preference rating is based
on an objectively determined decision rule and therefore the representation of
this decision rule is an important step in conjoint measurement. For exampre, if
an additive decision rure is assumed then a respondent,s totar utirity for a
multiattribute alternative is equal to the sum of the part-worth utilities of each of
the attribute revers in a given product (June and smith, 1gg4.

The greatest limítation associated with the use of conjoint models is the
usual assumption that there are no significant interaction effects. several
researchers suggest that interactions do exist. However, there is considerable
support for the accuracy associated with additíve models in comparison to more
sophisticated models that do incorporate interaction effects (Green and Devita,
1973; Green and Wind, 1g7S; Green and Srinivasan, 197g; June and Smíth,
1 987).

A further rimitation to conjoint anarysis is the assumption of strong
correlation between preference rating and actuar purchase of the product or
servíce. June and smith (1997), and Louviere (lgg8), suggest that this
limitation may be minimized by ensuring that the attributes chosen for the study
closely reflect those incorporated with the actual product or seruice found in the
marketplace' A final limitation to note relates to the levels of attributes used in
the study' when qualitative attributes are used ¡t is not possible to make
inferences about the utility values for levels between or outside those levels
specified' This limitation may be partially overcome for quantitative attributes
(c'f' price) if a vector or quadratic model is used in the conjoint analysis. This
allows for inferences about utility values between the levels of attributes, but
does not permit inferences above or berow by specified revers. Green and
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srinivasan (1978), suggest that individuar attributes may be appropriatery
measured by vector, quadratic or the traditional part-worth models, thus
facilitating this approach.

According to cattin and wittink (1982), over a thousand commercial
applications of conjoint analysis have been made since its introduction to
marketing research. These applications are shown as including the following
producuservice categories: consumer goods (610/d; industriar goods (200/o);
transportation (40/o); financiar services (go/o);government (solo); and other
services (50/o)' For the most part, these commercial applications have been
used with respect to product formulation, pricing, advertising, and segmentation
research' More recent applications of traditional conjoint models take several
product configurations, serected a oriori, and see how each wourd do in a
simulated choice environment. However, virtuaily without exception, these
commercial applications did not go so far as to find optimal attribute
combinations (Green et al., 1gg1).

Product optimization has been discussed in the marketing literature from
two perspectives; the murtidimensionar scaring (MDS) approach, or approaches
using conjoint anarysis frameworks (Green et ar., 1gg1). The first to use a
conjoint analysis approach was Zufryden (1 gïz),who's model assumed that the
consumer compares the utility of the test product w¡th that of one,s current brand
favorite and chooses (deterministically) the one with the higher utility.

PosSE (Product optimization and selected segment Evaluation), is an
example of the conjoint analysis concept used in the design of optimal products
(Green et' al', 1981). ln PossE the attempt is to relate control variables, such
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as product features including price, to such things as market share and sales.
By gathering the correct information from consumers, these same rerationships
can also be evaluated for segments of customers. rdea¡y, possE can te, theidentity of a group of people (which it can arso describe) who want a specific
product, as weil as the potentiar market share of the new product (Beane and
Ennis, 1gB7). The attempt to identify the,optimar attribute combinations,
separate possE from the more traditionar conjoint $udies.

Researchers wanting to use microcomputers in conjoint analysis studies
have two major software systems avairabre: the Adaptive conjoint Anarysis
(ACA) package from sawtooth software (carmone, -f gg7), and Bretton crark,s
combination of coNJorNT DESTGNER (Carmone, 19g6), and coNJorNT
ANLA''ER (Green, 1gg7). Arbum (1ggg), suggests that these programs
provide exceilent internat varidity and introduces sTMGRAF, a next-generation
conjoint program from Bretton-crark that introduces new simuration
opportunities and allows for the development of background files for individuar
respondents that can be used to facilitate segmentation anarysis for the conjoint
results and for any simulations conducted.

The two basic objectives in designing a conjoint study are to permit the
estimation of a respondent's preference function, and to make the task such thatinternar varidity of the resurts is maximized. rn conjoint anarysis these two
objectives are viewed as being incompatibre given the inverse rerationship
between the number of treatments (cards) used, and the accuracy of the
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preference function estimation. As the number of treatments increases, the
accuracy of the preference function estimation decreases (Louviere, l ggg).

June and smith (1987) identified three generar tasks in conjoint analysis:
(1) developing product profiles, (2) data collection through having respondents
rank or rate the profires, and (3) decomposition or anarysis of the rankings to
determine part-wort'hs of each attribute lever. These tasks are described in the
following section.

Three basic steps are incruded in the process of deveroping product
profiles: (1) determining/selecting the number of attributes and attribute revers to
be used, (2) generating a representative set to represent the furr range of
possible attribute/levet combinations and (3), presenting this representative set
to the respondents.

The serectíon of attributes and revers shourd be based on the
researcher's knowredge of the subject area and the respondent,s abirity to
process the data' ln addition, the range of levels for each attribute and the list of
attributes must adeguately portray the product so as to be berievable but arso
differentiating (Green and srinivasan, 1g7B). Louviere (rgg8) suggests that the
selection of attributes and levels be based on professional expertise and/or
other research findings. He further recommends the use of pilot studies to test
the validity of the instrumentation with respect to both its believability and its
ability to differentiate.
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There are two tradítional methods of representing the actual product

representations to respondents; the two-factor-at-a-time procedure (paired

comparisons), and the full profile approach. Jain et al. (1978), found that the

two methods yielded similar results in their study of banking account

preferences. Oppedijk van Veen et al. (1977), also found the two methods to be

equal in their predictive validity.

The two-factor-at-a-time procedure is also referred to as trade-off

analysis. Green and Srinivasan (1978) note that this approach is simple to

apply, can reduce information overload, and lends itself to mail questionnaire

format. The method involves creating a matrix of all factor levels of two

attributes at a time until each attribute level has been compared with every other

attribute. The respondent is then asked to rank the combination of factor levels.

Green and Srinivasan (1978) suggest that the major disadvantage to this

approach is that it sacrifices realism, in that, seldom is a consumer faced with

only a two attribute analysis. They also suggest that this approach can still

require a large number of judgments, that there is a tendency for respondents to

adopt patterned types of responses, and that the procedure appears most

suited to verbal descriptions of factor combinations rather than pictorial or other

kinds of graphic representations.

The full-profile approach overcomes the realism problem associated with

the two-factor-at-a-time procedure by utilizing combinations of the full set of

attributes or factors. The major problem presented by this method is an

evaluation overload. As the number of factors and factor levels inøease, the

respondent may be unable to mentally process the data available. Two

problems are inherent here. First, if too many attributes are included,
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respondents may not be able to include the comprete range in their evaluation.
second, the number of treatments required to represent ail possibre

combinatíons of attributes (in a fractional factorial design), increases as a
functíon of the number of attributes and the number of levels associated with
each' For example, four factors with four levels each would result in 2s6
combinatíons in a full profile procedure. A fractional factorial design is the
accepted technique for overcoming this aspect of the overload problem. This
design reduces the number of judgements required by the respondent by
reducing the number of combinations to be analyzed (Louviere, lggg). cattin
and wíttink (1992) conducted a detailed study of approximately 1000
applications of conjoint analysis. They found the full-profile approach to be the
method most frequently used.

There are three basic approaches to stimuli presentation: verbal profíles,
paragraph descriptions and pictorial representation. verbal profiles generally
involve reading the product description to the respondent. caldweil (î 9g6)
used this method incorporating the notion of a storv line to provide a context
relevant to her study. Pictorial representation would require that the selected
attributes be pictorially displayed. For example, Atpert et al. (1g7g) use pictures
to represent gasoline consumption. Green and srinavasan (1g7g) note that
pictorial representation offers important advantages including:

1. makíng stimuli more realistic

2. making the task more interesting and less fatiguing

3. reducing information overload

4. increasing homogeneity of perceptions across respondents
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Alpert et ar. (1978) suggest disadvantages of the pictoriar approach
include increased cost and time in preparing stimurus descriptions.

. 
The major requirement in using verbal descriptions is insuring that the

description adequately portrays the characteristics of ¡nterest to the respondent
(Green and srinivasan, 1g7g). Hauser and urban (1977) use a paragraph
description approach, citing the advantage of providing a more realistic and
complete description of the stimulus. Louvíere (1g8g) notes that descriptions
should be pre-tested to ensure accurate, consistent interpretation. This is
partícularly true where explicit terminology or'jargon, are involved.

Data Collection/Rating

Khera and Karns (1983) note that data gathering for conjoint studies has
typically involved the use of personal interviews which are both expensive and
time consuming. They compared the interview method with a mair survey
format and found both to be feasible. ln the more recent literature the use of
mail surveys is more common (c.f. cosper and Kinsrey, 1gg4; Toy et ar., lggg).
Adaptive Conjoint Analysis (Carmone, 1gB7) uses direct data entry where
respondents interact direcily with a microcomputer. This approach has the
obvious advantage of time savings but involves logistical problems associated
with providing respondents with access to appropríate computer terminars.

selection of the dependant variable measurement scale is generally
restricted to ranking or rating tasks. Early conjoint analysis studies in marketing
used ranking tasks where researchers wanted to show that it was possible to
derive interval utility functions from simple ranking data. However, the ranking
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task is considered to be very demanding and time consuming for respondents.
ln additíon, the ranking task is thought to be very different from the purchase
decision that it is trying to simurate. As a resurt, more recent studies have
almost exclusively used rating scales (Louviere, lggg).

Louviere (198s) suggests that the primary considerations in choice of a
rating scare are, (a) a sufficient number of categories for respondents to
discriminate among the treatments, (b) numbering or labeling of categories that
does not ínvite subjects to cotapse them to a smailer number, (c) a response
dimension that is meaningful to the research objective and (d), a description of
the scale' its use, and its meaning that tells subjects how to use it and makes it
easy for them to respond meaningfuily. He arso suggests that 1 1-category
scales are appropriate when usíng 16 0r fewer treatments and 21_category
scales be used for larger numbers of treatments.

STMGHAF software (Arbaum, lggg) ailows for the use of background data
for the purposes of segmenting primary conjoint, and simulation results. Thus,
background data must be included in the data colrection process to faciritate
such segmentation.

The collection of background data mu$ be consídered in light of the total
time and effort required by respondents. For exampte, cosper and Kinsley
(1984) recommended that no additional tasks be incorporated with the conjoint
task' noting that response rate and accuracy may be reduced due to excessive
demands for respondents. However, Toy et ar. (lgsg) gathered substantiar
background data in their study with no adverse effects reported with regard to
accuracy or response rate.
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Deco mpositio n/Analvsis

ïhere are two primary decisions invorved in the anarysis or
decomposition: (1) serection of a preference moder and, (2) deciding on anestimation method (June and Smith, 1gg|.

since the purpose of conjoint analysis in consumer-oriented appricationsis to evaluate a stated preference for a combination of attributes, the modelserection becomes an essentiar erement of this process. For this type ofapprication, preference moders are most commonry used (Beane and Ennís,198n. The most common moder is the part_worth moder, which requires
separate estimates of the impact or'part'worth'of each reverof each attribute. Asecond option is the vector or linear moder. This moder assumes that there is astraight-line relationship between the respondent's utirity for a feature and th;value of that feature' Price and many other features tend to fit this pattern. Thethird option is the ideal-point or guadratic moder. This moder fits a curvirinearrelationship, incruding a u-shaped curve or an inverted u-shaped curve. rt ismost appropriate when respondents have a preference for a specific rever of aquantitative feature ('the ideal point') and when their utirity drops for higher andlower varues of the feature (Green and srinivasan, 1g7g).

Green and srinivasan (1978) suggest that the flexibility of the shape ofthe preference model is greater as one moves from the vector to the idear pointto the part-worth function moders. However, the reriabirity of the estimateparameters is likely to improve in the reverse order. Thus, from the point of viewof predictive validity, the relative desirabilíty of the three models is not clear. As
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a, result' a priori notions of the shape of the part-worth function could herp in the
choice of an appropriate model.

rn choosing among the three primary options described here, a
preliminary anarysis using a part-worth moder for each feature courd be
conducted' The visual impression provided by plotting the utilíties for each
level' for each attribute should suggest if different moders are appropriate to use
for specific attributes (Louviere, 1988). This multi-method model is referred to
as a mixed model.

The fourth option is to use a mixed moder as described above. These
moders may combine the features of the three moders arready discussed.
Green and srinavasan (1978) suggest that, for each attribute, respondents may
employ a different decision rule' That is, the evaruation of some attributes may
be most appropriately measured by a linear model while other attributes are
best measured by idear point or part-worth function moders. coNJorNT
ANAL'ZEFT software (Green, 1gg4 0ffers ail three traditionar moders to be
specified and ailows for mixed moders to be created by offering moder
specification for individual attributes.

Green and srinavasan (1g78) suggest that parameter estimation
methods used in conjoint anarysis are found in three groups:

1' methods which assume that the dependant variabre is,
at most, ordinal scaled

2' methods which assume that the dependant variabre is
interval scaled
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3. methods which relate paired-comparison data to a choice

probability model

Rao (1977) reviews several estimation methods that fit the first category
(above). The most noteworthy in the literature include MoNANovA (Kruskal,

1965), PREFfrfAP (Carroll, 1972), and LlNtulAP (Srinivasan and Shocker, 1g7g).

ordinary least squares (oLS) is the most commonly used method where

the dependant variable is assumed to be interval scaled. Cattin and Wittink
(1982) found this method to be the most widely used of all parameter estimation
methods in their review of approx¡mately 1o0o commercial applications of
conjoint analysis. Typically, for each respondent, the coded attribute

combinations are regressed against the stated preference ranking or rat¡ng.

The resulting beta weights indicate the relative importance that each attribute
level has in explaining the rankings or ratings. The individual beta weights are
averaged to determine the pooled beta weights. These pooled beta weights

indicate the relative importance of the appropriate attribute level to the group as
a whole. similarly, if market segmentation were appropriate, the poored beta

weights for each segment would indícate the relative preference of each

segment (Desarbo and Green, 1984). The major software programs mentioned
previously both use a version of multiple regression analysis as the estimation
method. As a result, each package warrants consideration for use in this study.

The literature offers few examples of conjoint analysis procedures being

used in leisure research. Cosper and Kinsley (198a) used conjoint analysis in
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determining the preferences for cultural activities in canada. This study
attempted to determíne preferences for sports, crassicar music, drama, or
popular music and attempted to determine a preference for partaking in these
events live or through indirect media. This study used a Mo-attribute-at-a-time
approach and found significant resurts. Based on their research, they
recommended further use of the technique in applications rerated to recreation
and leisure. They cautíoned however, that a fuil profire approach be used
where possibre, citing the advantages associated with ,more 

rearistic,
representation of the product.

Toy et al' (1989) used hybrid conjoint analysis in a study of golf course
services' This study demonstrated the usefulness of the conjoint technique as a
powerfur research toor for anaryzing comprex decísion scenarios that were
characteristic of those facing consumers of recreation and reisure services.
conjoint results were combined with a choice simutator model and used to
forecast consumer preference for a variety of club profiles under consideration.
ultimately' the simulation results were used to guide the development of a new
marketing mix.

caldwell (1986) used conjoint analysis in a $udy of judgments about the
desirability of recreational fishing locations. The study evaruated four attributes
finding that two (traver d¡stance on rand and expected pounds of fish caught)
accounted for the majority of the total preference (utilíty). one interesting aspect
of the study involved determining if the preference functions were different for
specific categories of respondents. For exampre, fishermen were categorized
according to experience level (high and row). No significant differences were
found in the preferences of the two groups.
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Timmermans (1987) compared the internal validity, e)íternal validity andease of implementation of different gpes of compositional, decompositional andhybrid evaruation moders in the context of recreationar trip behaviour. Theresults indicated that the full-profile conjoint measurement moder outperformed
the serf'expricated moders, the hybrid evaruatíon moders and the trade_off
conjoint measurement model in terms of both internar and enernar varidity.

The primary purpose of recreation resource deveropment and
management is to provide the opportunity for consumers to benefit from
recreation activities' lndividual consumers tend to participate in recreation
activities that provide them with the most benefits rerative to direct costs or price.ln visiting a recreation site or choosing a campground, a user acquires a bundreof physical services' Different recreation sites have different bundres of physicar

characteristics associated with them, and the user,s demand and wiilingness topay is a function of the physical seruices associated with the site. with respectto use of pubric sector campgrounds, severar determinants of demand areevident' The primary determinants are described in this section.

The traditional view holds that most public recreation is a nonmarket
service provided free of any appreciabre entrance fee or or price in the usuarsense' Recent trends suggest that a fee for service orientation is gaining inpopurarity; this approach aiming to pass a rarger percentage of operating costsdirectly to the user' This orientation has resurted in the introduction of dairy use
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fees (where none were previousry charged), and in increases where fees werealready established' ln addition, fees have been introduced androrincreasedfor such things as park entrance, firewood, use of showers, etc. rn many casesthe cumulative effect of these fees has resurted in subqantiaily higher costsbeing charged for a seruice that has remained essentiary the same. somemanagers believe that increased user fees will

,ïii::::Tîi::ff:ï::*
of participating (which includer

value of time, etc.), price ,n.r.t 

the cost of equipment' travel to and from the site,
ases will have only minimal effects onparticipation (Driver, lgg5; Heit, 1gS4).

Driver et al' (1985) suggested five generar reasons for increasing feesand/or for introducing new charges. one rationare is cost recovêfv, as notedpreviousfy' A second rationale is to generate revenue earmarked for return tothe collecting agency to increase the quantity and quality of the recreationopportunities provided. rn many pubric agencies, incrudíng the MpB, this isprobrematic given that revenues are arocated to the generar treasury andcannot generally be earmarked for the agency in this manner. rt is important torecognize however that revenue generation may factor significantry into theequation used to establish annual operating budgets. using fees to rimit orallocate use (on the basis of time or space) is another rationare. rn this context,higher or lower fees may be an incentive to encourage use during row demandperiods' or to encourage increased use of rower quarity sites or campgrounds.simirarry' price may be used to areviate congestion (through rearocation), or toreduce the environmental impact on some resources. A fourth basis for fees istied to the conceot of equig. rt proposes apportioning operating costs fairry tothose who benefit' or alternatively, to those who,s use causes the costs to be
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created (in the sense of marginal cost pricing), and to reduce subsidy (via tax

dollars) to those who do not use the opportunities. This distinction in the equity

rationale is made to show two distinct cost-allocatíon criteria, to indirect

beneficiaries and to direct users. A fifth reason noted is that the government

engages in unfair competition with the private sector by providing opportunities

at lower fees than private service providers. In this context, the charging of
more realistic fees may serve to stimulate provision of similar services by private

sector operators who will not be faced with unfaír competition in the form of
price.

Crompton and Lamb (1986) suggest that price is a primary determinant

of demand for afl forms of recreation including camping in developed

campgrounds. They note that price includes monetary costs such as user fees
(the fee for one day of camping), and other incidental costs associated with

travel, equipment purchase or rental, fees for required licenses, etc. ln addition,

non-monetary costs such as the opportunity cost of time (income foregone when

a consumer chooses to use their time being involved in a given activity), and

effort costs (costs associated with planning and participating in a given activity),

are considered part of price. An important implication of this notion of price is

that reaction to price is not always logical and rational. Rather, in some

circumstances consumers will react on an emotional level. This implies that
price has psychological aspects of which parks managers must be aware. The

most significant of these include, expected price threshold, tolerance zone,

client adjustment period, and price-quality relationships.

consumers have an expected range of prices which they are willing to
pay for a particular program or service. lf a price is set above the threshold
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price in that range then they will find it too expensive. lf a price is set below the

expected level, potentíal customers will be suspicious of the quality of the

service' The parameters of this zone of acceptable prices may have been

formed from a consumer's perceptions of prices asked or paíd in the past.

Therefore, an important factor in establishing the Expected price Threshold may

be the initial price an agency charges for a service. lf customer groups have

had little previous experience with this type of service, the initial price may

become the reference price which establishes the midpoint of the Expected

Price Threshold. Hence, an agency should be aware that the initial price it

establishes cannot readily be increased to a substantially higher level at a

future date. ln effect, the first pricing decision may determine the level of price

which can be charged for that service throughout its life (Crompton and Lamb,

1986). ln the case of public campgrounds, the Expected price Threshold is

particularly important because of the high percentage of repeat customers who

obviously have previous experience upon which to base their expectations.

The concept of a tolerance zone infers that price increases within a

certain range or zone are sufficienily small that they do not influence

participation rates (crompton and Lamb, 19g6). For example, camping fees

that increase from $7.00 to $7.50 per night may not be noticed by consumers

and therefore may not alter their pattern of use of the campground. ln contrast,

a more substantial price increase may be noticed and result in decreased use

of the campground. lt follows then, that a series of small incremental increases

in price, which fall within the tolerance zone, are less likely to result in reduced

participation than a single major increase. ln public campgrounds, this may

mean that annual price increases may be most appropriate. Howard and Selin
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(1987) provide add*ionar empiricar evidence of the effects of incrementarpricing.

ln the event that price increases beyond the tolerance zone arenecessary' client resistance is likely to resurt. A period of adjustment forowswithin which consumers accept the new price as the reference price. Therength of the adjustment period wit vary according to (1) the avairabirity ofsubstitute service suppriers, (2) the income rever of the crient group, (3) the typeof service offered' and (4) the magnitude of the increase. The most effectiveway to minimize the length of the adjustment period is to provide customers withadvance warning of pending increases, thus atowing some adjustment to takeprace prior to the change being impremented (crompton and Lamb, 19g6).

prices are often significant indicators of a service,s probabre quarity (theprice-quality relationship)' For example, when consumers are offered substituteservices at different prices, the notion of prestige pricing often becomesimportant' ln such cases' the higher priced service is selected simply becausethe customer believes that the higher price represents the befter quarity service.This notion is reinforced when managers use price as a means of rationing useof a particular service' ln such a case, the higher price, whire serving to restrictparticipation by certain segments of users, arso serves to add an erement ofexclusivity for those who do participate; thus íncreasing the varue of theirexperience (Howard and Crompton, 1gg0).

Mccarville and crompton (1g87) discuss the rore of reference price inthe provision of public recreation services. They offer severar propositions as tothe rore that reference price prays with respect to consumer purchase of
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recreation seruices. one outcome of these propositions is that the traditional
economic model of supply and demand, which predicts that as price increases
fewer consumers will decide to purchase, is incomplete because it ignores
contextuar and resíduar factors which infruence consumers, perceptions.

Leuschner et al. (1987) conducted an analysis of wilderRess user fee
policy. users at both a fee and a non-fee backcountry area were surveyed.
Responses indicated that users wourd rather not pay fees than pay them, but
that behaviour and use patterns would not be drastically altered if fees were
implemented. Approximalely 75o/o of respondents reported that fees did not
affect their choice of area and that they had voluntarily complied with fees which
were paid using a selÊserve payment box.

ln addition to príce, consumer demand for parks may depend on a variety
of other variables that are most often specific to the situation. walsh (19g6)
identified attractiveness or quality of the recreation site, congestion, travel time,
availability of substitutes, and changing tastes and preferences of campers as
variables thought to affect demand for campgrounds.

The attractiveness of the site or the quality of the resource constitutes
another important determinant of consumer demand for parks. Knetsch (1927)
suggested that this variable is difficult to measure. To overcome this problem
he indicated that various indications of 'size'can be used as etfective proxies
for attractiveness. size measures such as number of campsites, length of
beach, acres of picnic area, and miles of hiking trails are recommended. other
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var¡ables that have been tried include: air quality and visibility (Randall et al.,
1979; schurze et ar., 1gg1), water quarity (Bouwes and schneider, 1g7g), water
rever (Daubert and young, r ggl), forest quarity (warsh and oríenyk, 1gg1),
game and fish haruest (stevens, 1966), weather conditions (fulcconne ll, 1g7T),
noise (McMillan et al., 1980), and congestion (cicchetti and smith, 1976).

The Manitoba provinciar parks visitor survey (lggg) evaruated
campground user demand for park services and facirities. rn this study
respondents rated facirities that they wourd rike to see provided in MpB
campgrounds. The resurts showed that the facirities most wanted by MpB
campground users incruded showers (42.go/o), more erectricar campsites
(32-9o/o), bicycre trairs (1 6.70/o), raundromats (1s.20lo), store (14.4o/o),
nature/hiking trairs (12.go/o), chitdren's prayground areas (11.70/o), and
washrooms (10'90/0)' The study also asked respondents to identify the main
factors attracting them to specific MpB campgrounds. The resurts of this
question showed that croseness to home (14.30/o),beach (12.50/o),and fishing
opportunity (7.60/o) were important factors in this context.

The level of congestion or crowding at a recreation site may also have a
significant effect on individuar demand and wiilingness to pay for outdoor
recreation' congestion occurs when an individual user of a recreation area
encounters increasing numbers of other users. several alternative measures of
congestion at recreation sítes have been incruded in demand functions.
fuleasures that have been noted in recent research studies include: actual
number of users per acre per day, or at one time (Mcconner, 1g77);number of
encounters per day or per hour on the trair and in backcountry campsites
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(cicchetti and smith, 1g76; warsh and Giiliam, 1gB2); and, number of minutesof rift rine wait at ski resorts (warsh and Giriam, îgB3).

The infruence of congestíon on demand and wiringness to pay dependson the perception of the individual users. Thus, recreation sites may be simirarin physicar characteristics and stit have different congestion effects. Forexample' Mcconnell (1g7n found substantiaily different congestion effects ateach of six Rhode rsrand beaches. on averagê, an extra 100 peopre per acrereduced the average indivídua's consumer surprus per day by about 25percent' However, he carcurated the optimar number of users per acre basedon the congestion effects, and found a wide range (from 5g peopre/acre to 24oopeople/acre) of results' He concluded that the reason for this rarge divergencewas that the crientere of the two beaches differed greary in their aftftudesregarding the effect of crowding on their recreation benefits. rt is important tonote therefore, that congestion is not arways considered in the negative. For

;:lt 
users (in certain situations) congesrion may in fa* contribute to increased

It can be reasonably ¿rgusd that at least for some individuars, the varueof travel time and on-síte recreation time are arso ímportant determinants ofconsumer demand' clawson and Knetsch (1g66) observed that those whotraver greater distances, and thereby incur higher direct costs or price, arsohave more personal travel time availabre. There is rittre or no reason to berievethat the opportunity cost per hour of on-site recreation time of individuars wi,vary with distance traveled (ie' the level of direct costs or price). However, thosewho incur larger direct costs or price per trip have an incentive to increase theirlength of stay at the recreation site. severar authors have discussed methodsby which travel time can be quantified in demand studies (ñ/cconnell and
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strand, 1gg3; smith, Desvousges and McGivney, 1gB3; strong, 1gg3; ward,
1983; wilman, 1980). ln general, these studíes suggest that for individuars
whose work time is varíable, the opportuníty cost of on-síte recreation time could
be measured as income actuary foregone whire on site. This may not hord
however for those whose work time is more structured. lt also seems likely that
the value per hour of travel time is a function of distance and other variables
rather than a constant per mile traveled. Thus, it too is difficult to accurately
guantify.

According to Kurtz and King (1gg0) the presence or rack of perfect
substitutes can have a dramatic effect on demand for outdoor recreation. when
substitute sites are available, it is likely they will have a significant influence on
demand for a particular site. The effect of substitutes will depend on the extent
to which the alternatíves are perfect substltutes, and the location of the user
population relative to the recreation site and substitute sites. ln addition, the
quality of available substitutes may also influence actual user substitution.

It also seems likely that the supply of recreation resources and whether
users consider them substitutes or comprements may have an important
ínfluence on consumer demand for specific recreatíon sites. This point is
illustrated by vaske, et al', (1983) who found that researcher-defined substitutes
were not statisticaily rerated to recreation user-defined substitutes. For
example' researchers may believe that a private campground located proximal
to a National Park, would constitute a substitute, but users would not consider it
a substitute because their decision criteria was based totally on the notion of
public provision' while substitutes will effect demand, it must be concluded that
consumer perception of the suitability of such substitutes will vary. Thus, it is
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clear that increased understanding of the importance attributed to possibre
explanatory variables by consumers is necessary.

Hammitt and strohmeier (1983), studied the likerihood of public campers
to use nearby private campgrounds. They found that 3golo of survey
respondents wourd, but onry under certain conditions. For exampre, when
pubric sites were fuil, campers wourd use nearby private facirities and pay an
added fee to do so' However, when substítute public facílities were available,
these private sites were not regarded as likely substitutes, indicating a certain
degree of 'brand royarty' associated with the pubric sites.

Mills and westover (1987) studied structural differences in california
state parks in an aftempt to identify factors infruencing park popurarity. They
used a Guüman scale comprised of items reflecting both camping infrastructure
(facilities) and water-related activity opportunities. Resurts indicated that
structurar differences were a rerativery strong predictor of popurarity as
measured by annuar visitation to each of the parks measured.

schreyer and Beaulieu (1988) explored variations in preferences for
various environmental aüributes as they influence the choice of specific settings
in which individuals chose to recreate. ln particurar this study focused on the
amount of previous experience and activity commitment of part¡cular users.
Results indicated that experience and commftment were not rerated to the types
of attributes preferred, but significantly influenced the structure of the attribute
preferences.
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The amount of leisure time available in our society is perhaps the primary
influence on park visitation and outdoor recreation participation. ln this respect,
the amount of leisure time is expected to continue increasing with the advent of
four-day work weeks, more part-time work, and more flexible working hours.
Fletirement age will be more flexible, and life expectancy will increase
(Sessoms, 1986).

Trend analysts are predicting continued íncreases in outdoor recreatÍon
participation, but not as rapidry as in the 1g60's and 70's (Hof and Kaiser,
1983)' These figures generally correspond with the findings of Mclellan (1gg6)
who predicted a levelling of participation in horse riding, fishing, tennis, golf,
jogging, picnicking, driving for pleasure, and visiting camping facilities. lt
appears that many of these activities peaked in the rate 1g70's and earry
1980's' Actual decreases in participation have been reported for use of parks
and campgrounds by canada's National parks and by Manítoba parks, as
detailed in Chapter l.

The age of 'mass leisure' has evolved into an age of 'specialized leisure,
demanding specialized equipment and facilities, and using outdoor resources
in ever more unusual ways. Today's outdoors-person is a speciarist (a
backcountry hiker, RV camper, cyclist, climber, skier, canoeist, etc.) who
requires special equipment and facilities to enjoy his or her recreation. Even
within these areas, there are sub-specialties that have their own distinct
preferred locales and equipment. This equipment has permitted more park
visitors to go to more remote locations, in shorter periods of t¡me while living
in relative comfort if not ruxury. Like many other markets, outdoor reisure
interests have become upscale, fragmented, and multi-faceted (chubb and
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chubb' 1981)' As a result the need to examine consumer preference rerated tospecific recreation pursuits, such as camping is evident. ln the case of
overnight camping this may mean that servíce providers wiil be expected to
offer a wider range of service levels to meet the diversity of consumer interest.
At minimum, it is crear that consumer expectations with respect to camping areboth varied and changing.

Heit (I gg0) suggested that pubric expenditures by a, levers of
government on recreation parks activitíes are expected to decrine or rever off ínthe near and medium future. Less discretionary items such as health, education
and debt reduction are expected to consume a rarger proportion of government
revenues' There will be additional pressure to transfer ail but the most essentiar
elements of spending to private or non-government sectors. This has been
evidenced in ontario where severar provinciar park campgrounds have been
leased to private sector operators. This understanding contributes to the
importance and need of this study.

ln 1962' a regulation under the Provincial parks Act estabrished the fírstprovincial parks in Manitoba' ln 1986, there were a totar of 16s parks providing
more than 200 separate campgrounds (Manitoba Naturar Resources, 1gs6).
The scope of campground provision and use from 1g7s to l ggg is represented
in Figures 3 through 10 (ft/anitoba Provincial parks: Annuat statistics 1g7s -
1 s88).
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Figure 3 shows the total annual revenue accrued from camping permits.

This revenue ranged from 9636,5g4 in lgTSto $1 ,716,624 in 1ggg.

Figure 3
Annual Revenue from tuîpB camping permits 1g7s-lg8g

Camping permit revenue is derived from the sale of daily and seasonal

campsites for which different prices are charged according to the services
provided at the campsite. Figures 4 and 5, show daily prices for unserviced,

electrically serviced and full-service campsites sold on a daily and seasonal

basis respectively. lt ¡s interesting to note that these prices remained

unchanged from 1978-1981 and from 1984-1986. ln 1987 MpB initiated a

differential pricing policy wherein a discount of $1 per day (for daily customers)

was offered when no fuelwood was supplied in the campground. similarly, a
discount of $30 per season was offered to seasonal campers where fuelwood

was not supplied.
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Figure 4
Prices for MPB Daily Camping1975-1988
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Figure 5
Prices for MPB Seasonal Camping 1975-1988
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ln addition to camping fees, campground users are required to pay park

entry fees. These fees may be purchased on a daily or seasonal basis. Figure

6 shows daily and seasonal fees charged by fulPB.
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Figure 6
Prices for Dairy and seasonar *pB park Entry 1g75-lg'g
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MpB accounts the number of unit Days of camping sold on both dairyand seasonar camp¡ng permits. These data are shown.in figure 7. Dairy permit
unit days have ranged from a high of 216,226in 1g76 to a row of 176,54g in1985' rn contrast, seasonar unit days have ranged from 103,403 in 1g77 ïo193'159 in 19g7. rn recent years these data show that an approximatery equarnumber of unit days have been sord on a dairy basis as have been sord

seasonally' These data suggest that more campsites have been avairabre forseasonar sare in recent years arthough MpB statistics did not provide suppry
information to substantiate this observation.
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Figure 7
unít Days sord Dairy and seasonaty by MpB 1g75-lg'g
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Figure B shows that supply of unseruiced, electr¡ally serviced and full-
service campsites provided by *pB. These data show the totar number of
campsites having increased from 5,66I in 1g75 to 6,514 in lg8g. During this
period of total growth, the number of full-seruice campsites has declined from
281 in 1975 to 267 in 1988, and the number of electricaily serviced sites has
increased from g8g to 1 ,13g during the same period of years. unserviced
campsites have íncreased in supply from 4,4g1 in 1g75 to 5,10g in îggg.
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Figure I
Supply of MPB Campsites 1975-lg8g
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while the majority of MpB camps¡tes are unserviced, the majority of

campers use utility-oriented camping equipment such as motor homes, tent

trailers, and camper trailers. Figure g shows the percentage of tents and utílity

camping units found in MPB campgrounds. Tents have consistently been used

by approximately 300/o of MpB campers. The highest percentage tent usage

was 350/o reported in l gBB.
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Figure 9
Equipment Type Used in tuîPB Campgrounds 1975-1988
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Origin of permit holders for MPB campgrounds is shown in figure 10.

These data show the percentage of Manitoba residents having increased 170lo

from 1975 to 1988. ln contrast, campers from other areas of Canada have

decreased by 100/o and campers from the United States have decreased by I
percent over the same period of years.
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Figure 10
Origin of tulPB Permit Holders 1975-1988
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Conclusion

This review of literature contributed to the formulation of the problem

statement that guided this research, and to the choice of methods and analyses

used ¡n the conduct of the study. Chapter 3, describes the approach and

methodology in detail. Where appropriate, references to the literature review

are provided in the form of rationale for the use of specific methods and/or

analyses.
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CHAPTER 3

APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study was to ¡nvestigate consumer preferences for a

pre-determined set of attributes thought to influence choice of developed

campgrounds operated by Manitoba Department of Natural Resources parks

Branch $dPB). The literature suggests that conjoint analysis is an appropriate

method for measuring consumer preferences (c.f. Green and Srinivasan, 1g78;

Jaccard et al., 1986; Louviere, 1988; Timmermans, 'lgg7).

Sampling

To facilitate the collection of data for this study, respondents were

selected from those having previous camping experience. While recognizing

the importance of understanding preferences of non-campers and users of

campgrounds operated by other suppliers, this study was limited to users of

fu1PB campgrounds only. ln consultation with representatives from the MpB, 1g

provincial parks were selected for the study. These parks represented all

regions of the Province of Manitoba and were considered to represent

campgrounds that offered the full range of service (attribute) combinations. The

sample was drawn from a listíng of all those who purchased camping permits

for overnight camping in these thirteen MPB parks in 1988. lt is important to

note that some of these parks contained several campgrounds which were

aggregated for the purposes of sampling. This means that results were

segmented by park, not by specific campground. The sampling procedure also

discriminated by month that the permit was sold (May, June, July, August,

September) to facilitate segmentation of the results on this basis. That is, the
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researcher wanted to determine if consumer preferences for attributes were

sígnificantly different given the parks used, or given the month that the permit

was purchased. (Note: The analysis assumes that all respondents camped in

MPB campgrounds in 1gg8).

From this sampling frame a disproportionate stratified random sample

was drawn. Using a'from the hat'selection procedure, a random sample of 100

permits was drawn from each of the thirteen parks; 20 from each month of

operation in 1988. Permits were ordered by month of sale for each park. A list

of random numbers was used to select the first permit to be included in the

sample. From this start position, every sixth permit was selected for

consideration. lf the information available on the permit was incomplete, the

next complete permit was substituted. The selection rotation continued (every

6th permit) from the original position for each month until the quota (20 permits)

was reached' At completion of the first month (May) the same procedure was

repeated for each subsequent month until 100 permits were selected for the

park. The procedure was then repeated for each of the 1O parks. ln the event

that the quota (20 permits per month) was not achieved in the first'pass'

through the permits, the rotation was repeated after selecting a new random

number as a starting point. Permits for respondents selected in the first 'pass'

were eliminated from the second ,pass'.

The name of the individual regístered on the permit was included in the

sample. lnstructions indicated that the survey was to be completed by that

person only. The permits that represent the sample were alphabetically ordered

by family name of the respondent using a data base program and duplicate

names were eliminated. Mailing addresses provided on the permits did not
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include postal codes. As a result, postal codes were added manually using the

19BB postal code directory for canada. when adding the postal codes,

addresses that did not exist in the postal code directory were regarded as

errors, and these names were also eliminated from the sample. Addresses for

respondents residing outside Canada were used as per information provided

on the permits. These procedures resulted in a sample size of 10S3. The quota

of 100 original respondents per park was selected in consideration of repeat

campers and an estimated return rate (600/o) that would result in a minimum of

30 responses per park for the purposes of analysis.

At the time of sampling data was recorded from the camping permít for

each respondent and entered directly into a microcomputer database program.

ln addition to name of the park, place of residence (from the address), and

month that the permit was purchased, information from the permit included (1)

type of camping equipment used, (2) length of stay (# of days paid) and (3), type

of campsite (unserviced, electrical or full service) for which the permit was

issued.

Data Collection Methods

Mailed questionnaires were used as the basis for data collection.

Questionnaires were administered in accordance with the mail survey

procedures outlined by Dillman (1978). Surueys were numerically coded to

allow for matching to data recorded from the camping permit (as described

above), and to facilitate follow-up procedures. The mailing procedures

included:
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1) Mailing of the questionnaire with a self-addressed stamped return envelope

and cover letter.

2) Mailing of a reminder card to all respondents 1 week after the initial mailing;

this card serued to thank those who had already completed and returned the

survey and as a reminder for those who had not yet responded.

3) Mailing of a complete second questionnaire package 3 weeks after the date

of the original mailing to all non-respondents to date. This package was a

replica of the original using a modified cover letter.

The questionnaire was printed using xerox quality on colour paper. lt

was presented in booklet form measuring 8.5" by 7". The survey was titled "A

Survey of Camping Preferences" and the cover page identified the researcher

by name and by affiliation with the University of Manitoba. A telephone number

foi enquiries was also provided on the front cover. The survey was divided into

three sections. Section one asked general questions about the respondent's

camping participation. Section two included the conjoint task and the PSM

questions. The final section asked for basic demographic data. ln total the

questionnaire was 12 pages in length, excluding the front and back sheets.

Procedures for layout of the conjoint portion of the questionnaire

including example cards was according to Louviere (1988). Procedures for the

layout of the Pricing Sensitivity Measurement questions was according to Travis

(1982). Procedures for the layout of the remaining sections of the

questionnaire, content of the cover letter(s) and reminder card, envelope size

and preparation, and coding were according to Dillman (1978).
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The stimulus set includes the combinations of attributes which are
presented to the respondent. These can be thought of as independent

variables with respect to the conjoint analysis task. Attributes were identified
from the 1988 MPB Visitor Survey data which identified main factors that
attracted vísitors to a given park, and additional facirities wanted by visitors.
These data were evaluated in cooperation with MPB experts and relative to the
literature review, to determine the final attribute l¡st and levels. A total of 11

attributes were used in the conjoint analysis. A final rist of attributes and levels
is shown in Figure 11.

The full-profile approach to data collection was used in a 4Xox2e
design' The full-profíle approach was selected because it is dominant in the
literature and was thought to best represent reality with respect to describing
campground products to be evaluated. Thermajor problem with this method is
information overload which can occur as the number of attributes and levels
causes the number of treatments (cards) to increase. A fractional factorial
design, which is the accepted technique, was used to overcome the overload
problem.

coNJolNT DESIGNER software was used to generate the final design
(cards). The list of attributes and attribute levels were entered into the
coNJolNT DESTGNER design program. The program produced 16 cards
using a fractionar factorial design procedure (carmone, 19g6)
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Figure 11
Attribute List

ATTRIBUTES LEVELS

CAMPSITE SERVICES

UNSERVICED

ELECTRICAL

FULL.SERVICE

CLOSENESS TO HOME LESS THAN 2 HOURS

MORE THAN 2 HOURS
SHOWERS PROVIDED

NONE

STORE PROVIDED

NONE

FISHING AVAILABLE

NONE

BEACH PROVIDED

NONE

CAMPSITE

RESERVATIONS

AVAILABLE

NONE

CAMPSITE PRICE

PER DAY

$z

$12

$tz
$22

HIKING TRAILS PROVIDED

NONE

INTERPRETIVE

PROGRAMS

PROVIDED

NONE

FIREWOOD INCLUDED IN PRICE/DAY

FOR SALE
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verbar descriptions were used to present the cards in the mair
guestionnaire' several descriptions were pilot tested on-site in MpB
campgrounds to assure consistent interpretation. Respondents used ín the pirot
testing were interviewed after compreting the survey to identjfy potentiar
interpretation or overload problems. comments generated through this process
contributed to the finar questionnaire design and wording. The major
requirement was that the verbar descriptions adequatery portrayed the
characteristics of interest to the respondent (Green and srinivasan, îg7g).
Terminology was consistent with that used by MpB in the lggg visitor survey,
and with other related MpB publications.

ln order to reduce placement bias the order of attributes used in the cardswas randomized using a'from the hat' procedure. The ordering of the revers foreach attribute were randomized using a function provided in coNJorNT
DESTGNER. The finar design incruded 16 cards. Two exampre cards were
deveroped to represent the'row preference, and ,high preference, revers andwere scored 1 and 11 respectively. The construction of these example cards
assumed that respondent utirity wourd be maxímum (rated 11) when a'
attributes were provided in the product description, and the minimum price wascharged' ln contrast' when no attr¡butes were offered in the product description
and the maximum price was charged, the respondent utirity was assumed to bethe lowest (rated 1). These scored exampres serued as,end anchors,, aiming toassure that respondents used the furr range of the rat¡ng scare.
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Dependent Variable Measurement

The study used a rating scale procedure that measured the respondents'

degree of preference for selected treatments (cards). An 11-point likert-type

rating scale was used with end points identífied as low preference (closer to 1)

and high preference (closer to 1 1) (Louviere, 1988). Ratíng scales were

presented below each treatment with instructions asking respondents to mark

one "box" (X) indicating their degree of preference.

Defining the Model

The paft-worth function model was used in the conjoint analysis which

aimed to determine how influential each attribute level was with respect to

consumer preferences for selected campground attributes. CONJOINT

ANALYZER (Green, 1987) software was used to conduct this analysis.

For all respondents the rating (1 to 11) for each of the 16 cards was

entered into the computer program. ln essence, the program used the ratings

for each card as the dependent variable and the attribute levels as the

independent variables in a multiple regression analysis subject to the

constraints defined in the part-worth model. The analysis generated part-worth

utilities for each attribute level on an individual respondent basis.

The part-worth utilities for each level can be interpreted as meaning that

the respondent rating on the measurement scale (1 to 1 1) will increase or

decrease by the part-worth utility value (+ or -) each time the given attribute

level appeared in the treatment (card). The individual respondent part-worths
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were averaged to determine the pooled utilíties. These pooled part-worth

utilities were used in the program to calculate the relative importance of each
attribute in explaining consumer preference for developed campgrounds. First,
for each attribute, the program found the levels with the highest and lowest
part-worths, and calculated the magnitude of the difference; referred to as the
range' The range was regarded as the measure of the relative importance of the
given attribute (Green and Rao, 1gz0). rn this study, the range for each of the
eleven attributes were added and the relative importance was expressed as a
percentage of the total for purposes of comparison.

consider the exampre shown in Figure 12 which uses onry three
attributes; price, services, and showers. price has four levels, services has
three levels and showers has two levels.

ln the example, price is the most important variable accounting for 51.60/o
(range :2.413) of camper preference; showers is the second most important
accounting for 27.60/o (range = 1 .296) of the preference; and campsite services
accounts for the remaining 20.8o/o (range = .g7S).
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Figure 12
Analysis Example

Conjoint analysis can be interpreted statistically and graphically. Both of

these methods are common to the interpretation of conjoint results (c.f.

Anderson, 1982; Caldwell, 1986; Johnson and Meyer, 1984). Graphical

analysis allows for visual inspection of the relationships between levels of

attributes and is suggestive of the algebraic form of the data (Caldwell, 1986).

ln this context, graphical analysis was conducted for the part-worth

utilities for each of the attributes. This analysis was used for the aggregate

conjoint results but not for the segmented results. Louviere (1988) suggested

that this graphieal analysis could be used with resulis derived using the part-

worth function model in a primary analysis to determine the appropriateness of

ATTRIBUTE LEVEL PART.WORTH RANGE

PRICE

PER DAY

$z +1.129

+1.129 -(-1.284)

= +2.413 (51.60/o)

$12 +0.545

$17 -0.390

$22 -1.284

CAMPSITE

SERVICES

unserviced -0.611 +0.364 -(-0.611)

= +0.975 (20.8o/o\electric +0.248

full-service +0.364

SHOWERS

none -0.648 +0.648 -(-0.648)

= +1 .296 Q7.60/olprovided +0.648

Total Range = +4.684 (1000/o)
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using quadratic or vector models (in a mixed model) to evaluate specific

attributes.

To illustrate, figure 13 shows graphically the part-worth utility values for

the attribute price, using the data from figure 12. This graphic representation

shows the linear relationship wherein respondent preference deelined as price

increased. This suggested the use of a vector model to interpret the price

variable.

Another example of this visual analysis is provided in figure 14 which

shows the graph of part-worth utilities for the attribute'campsite services', also

using the example data from figure 12. This result shows distinct preferences

for each level of service, suggesting the appropriateness of the part-worth

model to evaluate this attribute.

ln conducting a complete preliminary analysis in this manner, the

appropriateness of the part-worth model was confirmed. Analysis using a

mixed model with price measured using a vector model and the other attributes

using a part-worth model, no differences were found. As a result, further

analysis was conducted using only the part-worth model.
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Figure 13
Example of Graphical Analysis Using Price Utilities
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Figure 14
Example of Graphical Analysis Using Campsite Service Utilities
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Optimal Products

An important aspect of this study was to determine what combination of

attribute levels would result in the highest total utility (preference) among

campground users. That is, what combination of attributes would result in the

greatest preference and purchase of campground products offered by NtlPB. An

additive preference prediction equation of the form, P = W1 + W2 +W3 ..... Wj;

where P is preference, and W1 ,W2, etc. represent the most preferred level for

each attribute, was used for this purpose (Green et al., 1981 ; June and Smith,

1987). Using the example shown in Figure 2, the optimal product would offer a

full-service campsite, with showers available at a price of $7 (total utility =

2.141).

Seomentation lssues

Segmentíng the responses based on demographic and socioeconomic

characteristics allowed the researcher to determine whether or not preferences

varied withín the sample group. lf significant dÍfferences in preferences were

found using particular segmentation criteria, that segmentation criterion could

be used in developing specific marketing mix combinations for use with that

segment.

The sample population was segmented on the basis of information

reported by respondents on 1988 MPB camping permits (c.f. camping

equipment used, and place of residence), and on the basis of information

collected on the questionnaire. Specific segmentation categories included:
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a) number of camping nights purchased in MPB parks in 19BB

b) age of questionnaire respondent

c) total family income

d) type of camping equipmenWehicle used (ie. tent, motor home)

e) place of residence

f) month in which the camping permit was purchased

g) park wherein the camping permit was purchased

Background files were constructed for each respondent using data taken

from the camping permits (discussed previously) and from other questions

asked in the questionnaire. This background data was used as the basis for

segmentation of the results. SIMGRAF (Albaum, 1989) software was used to

conduct the conjoint analysis for these market segments. When the total

sample was segmented using SIMGRAF, the program's output only provided

the raw part-worth utilities for the segments (ie. according to the selected

criteria). For example, when sex was used as the segmentation criteria the

program displayed the part-worth utilitíes for each attribute level, separately for

all males and for females. For each segment, ranges were then hand

calculated for each attribute and used in determining the relative importance of

specific attributes for the segments in question.

Simulation lssues

SIhfGRAF (Albaum, 1989) software provided an opportunity to conduct

simulations of different attribute level combinations within the range of attributes

and attribute levels used in the study. These simulations were based on all

respondents and the results were reported in measurement units referred to as
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market shares. The program can simulate up to 60 products in a single analysis

and report which of the products included would be preferred. ln essence, the

market share is the percentage of respondents that would prefer a given

product over the other products simulated. These market share percentages

sum to 100 percent. Because the part-worth model was used, simulated

products were limited to use of the specific levels in the stimulus set (See Figure

1). However, by applying a Vector Model to the pricing attribute, the price level

could be simulated for one cent intervals between $7 and $22. For the

purposes of this study four products were simulated to demonstrate the use of

the model. lt must be recognized however that the model remains intact and

can be used in the future to simulate a wide variety of product changes and/or

new product introductions.

Hypothesis Testihg

Analysis of Variance was used to test the null hypotheses in this study.

The part-worth utilities for each attribute level were saved in a þg file using

CONJOINT ANALYZER. This data was retained for each individual respondent.

The data set was transformed into a computer format (from DOS format used in

CONJOINT ANALYZER) appropriate for use with a Macintosh microcomputer.

The data was entered into the EXCEL program and ranges were calculated for

each attribute, for all individual respondents. These ranges were then used in

the Analysis of Variance relative to the individual hypotheses. This analysis

was conducted using STAT VIEW SE AND GRAPHICS software for Macintosh

computers.
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Testing of the first null hypothesis involved determining if significant

differences existed for the relative importances (measured by part-worth utility

ranges for individual subjects) for the eleven attributes tested. When significant

differences (.95 confidence interval) were found to exist, a post-hoc Scheffe F-

test was conducted to determine where (ie. between which variables)

differences existed.

Testing of the second null hypothesis involved determining if significant

ditferences existed for the relative importances for the eleven attributes tested,

when the respondents were segmented according to the criteria established in

that hypothesis. For example, were the preferences expressed by males

significantly different from those of females? lf yes, which of the attributes

accounted for the difference in preferences? Using the individual respondent

ranges (as above), Analysis of Variance was conducted. Where the segments

(e.g male vs. female) showed significant differences (.95 confidence interval), a

Kruskal-Wallis post-hoc test was conducted to show which attributes accounted

for the differences.

Analysis of the Price Sensitivity Measurement (PSM) Model

Travis (1982) has described the mechanics of the PSM model. The

scaling procedure developed for the PSM method involved asking each

respondent the following set of four questions:

Q1. At what price on the scale do you consider the product

or service to be cheap?
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Q2. At what price on the scale do you consider the product

or service to be expensive?

Q3. At what price do you consider the product or service to

be too expensive and beyond buying?

Q4. At what price do you consider the product or seruice to

be too cheap. so that you question the qualitv?

Using a scale with values ranged from $0 to $30 at $2 interuals,

respondents were asked to identify the points at which they perceived the

unserviced, electrically serviced and full-seruiced campsites would be priced in

relation to these four questions. The answers were plotted on a graph with the

prices appearing on the horizontal axis and the proportion of the total

respondents (percentage) on the vertical axis. The resulting four curves and

their intersections provided the basis for analysis.

Analysis of the PSM results is primarily visual. The analysis examined

the plots of the cumulative distribution of responses to questions 1 (cheap) and

2 (expensive). The point where the response distributions for these two

questions intersected was denoted the indifference price (lDP). The lower the

level of the IDP (the closer to horizontal axis), the greater the relative price

sensitivity of the respondents (Travis, 1982).

van Westendorp (1982) defined IDP as "the one, and only one price in

the range, at which an equal number of people experience the product as

cheap or as expensive (p. 147). He also suggests that the following points have

been substantiated through his research.
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(1) The IDP generally represents either the median price actually paid by
consumers of the product, or the price charged by an important market-
leader.

(2) The IDP was found to vary for various submarkets such as people
who are especially price conscious.

(3) The IDP was found to be based upon people's experience with price-
levels in the market, and thus it will change when conditions on the
market change (van Westendorp 1982, p. 14n.

A similar procedure was used to calculate the optimum pricing point

(OPP). ln calculating the OPP, the cumulative response distributions to

questions 3 (too expensive) and 4 (too cheap) were used. The point where

these two distributions intersected was the OPP. At this point, an equal number

of individuals viewed the product as "too expensive" or "too cheap". lf the OPP

is to the left of the lDP, a condition of 'stress" is said to exist. Stress exists when

individual perceptions of a reference price is a price that is too high relative to

product value. The price associated with the OPP represented a price at which

resistance against the price of a particular product is very low (Travis, 1982)..

The word "optimal" signifies that at OPP, the least amount of resistance against

the price can be expected from the consumers. No relation to the "optimum-

theory" in economy is meant" (van Westendorp 1982, p. 152).

The intersection of the expensive and too expensive distributions

(questions 2 and 4) indicated the point of marginal cheapness (PMC). At the

PMC a price is given where the number of people which experiences a product

as "too cheap" is larger than the number which experiences it merely as

"cheap". Similarly, the

point of marginal exoensiveness (PME) is the Boint where the number of

people experiencing the product as "too expensive" is larger than the number of
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those experiencing the product merely as "expensive". PME is indicated where

the curves representing questions 1 (cheap) and 3 (too expensive) intersected

(van Westendorp, 1 982).

The range of price values between PMC and PME was considered the

latitude (range) of acceptable price for the product. van Westendorp (1986)

noted from his research that the share of sales below or above these points was

very small. Thus, a major part of business was always transacted within the

range of acceptable prices.

This section of the study was included as a sub-problem replicating the

methodology used in a previous study by Gillpatrick et al. (1984). Results and

discussion of the PSM findings are therefore undertaken on a limited basis only.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to investigate consumer preferences for a

pre-determined set of attributes thought to influence choice of developed

campgrounds operated by MPB. Eleven (11) attributes in a (4X3X2e) fractional

factorial design was used. Ten attributes representing quality (1 with 3 levels,

and I with 2 levels) and one price attribute (4 levels) were manipulated.

Respondents were presented with sixteen descriptions of overnight camping

situations and asked to rate their relative preference for each on a likert-type

scale from 1 (low preference) to 11 (high preference), Each of the sixteen

descriptions (cards) represented a different combination of the levels for each

attribute as geneÍated by the CONJOINT DESIGNER software program based

on a fractional factorial design process. ln addition to the conjoint task,

respondents were asked to provide demographic data, and to respond to

Pricing Sensitivity Measurement (PSM) questions. The PSM task required

respondents to evaluate the price of unserviced, electrically serviced and full-

service campsites. The results are presented ¡n five sections:

1. Descriptive Statistics

2. Analysis of the Conjoint Task Results

3. Hypotheses Testing

4. Analysis of the Pricing Sensitivity Measurement Task Results

5. Discussion
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DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

The following data describe the sample of campground users who

participated in the study.

A total of 634 usable returns were received from an effective sample of

1053 representing a return rate of 61 .060/0. Table 1 is a frequency distribution of

the sample according to the Manitoba Provincial parks where the respondents

were originally identified (their permit was selected from the records of these

parks). The mean number of respondents from each park was 48.77; (S.D. =

7.918).

Table 2 is a frequency distribution for month that the respondents

represented in the sample procedure. Sample size by month ranged from 1 15

in June and July to a high of 1M for the month of August. The mean sample

size by month was 126.8, (S.D. = 13.755) respondents.

Place of residence for all respondents is reported in Table 3.

Respondents were grouped into four categories; the mean number of

respondents is 158.5, (S.D. = 128.4) per category. Other Canada and U.S.A.

residents were combined to form the group, Non-Manitoba residents for later

analysis. These data indicated that the sampling procedure was effective when

compared to actual park use reported in the 1988 fulanitoba Park Statistics data.

The sample represents 84.70lo Manitoba residents which compares favorably to

830/o which was reported for all Manitoba Parks in 1988. Other Canada

residents represents9.780/o in the sample compared to 100/o in 1988, and
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United States residents represents 5.52o/o of the sample compared to 60/o in

1 988.

Table 4 is a frequency distribution of total family income level. The

category $30,000 - $49,999 thousand dollars represented the mode. A total of

329 (59.710lo) represented family incomes between $20,000 and $49,999

thousand dollars. The mean number of respondents per category is 70.44 (S.D.

= 35.39). Respondents per category ranged from a minimum of 12 (< than

$10,000) to a maximum of 121 ($30,000 to $39,999).

Table 5 indicated that the maximum education level attained (to-date) by

2g6 (g7.220lo) was high school; 158 (2{.92o/o) had college/technical education

and 198 (31 .230/ol had university education. Other demographic characteristics

are shown in Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8. These frequency disiributions

indicated that respondents were predominantly male (71.29o/o), and married

(80.44o/o). The dominant age range was 35-44 years (32.49o/o) with 16.250/o

representing the 55+ age group. A total of 468 (73.810/o) represented the 25-54

age group.
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Table 1

Frequency Distribution of Sample Park

Table 2
Frequency Distribution of Sample Month

Table 3
Frequency Distribution of Place of Residence

PARK COUNT PERCENT
DUCK MOUNTAIN 53 8.36u/o
ST. MALO 51 8.040/o
SPRUCE WOODS 53 8.360/o
HECLA 55 U.6U0/o

ASESSIPPI 55 8.680/o
PAINT LAKE 37 5.840/o
NOPIMING 44 6.94o/o
TURTLE MOUNTAIN 60 9.460/o
GRASS RIVER 51 8.040/o
BIRD'S HILL 52 E.ZtJa/o

WHITESHELL 51 8.04o/o
CLEARWATER 36 5.680/o
GRAND BEACH 36 5.tt8%
TOTAL 634 1O0o/o

MONTH COUNT PERCENT
MAY 121 19.080/o
JUNE 115 18.140/o

JULY 115 18.14o/o
AUGUST 144 22.710/o
SEPTEMBER 139 21.930/o
TOTAL 634 100o/o

PLACE COUNT PERCENT
WINNIPEG 287 45.260/o
OTHER MANITOBA 250 39.44o/o
OTHER CANADA 62 09.78o/o
UNITED STATES 35 (05.52o/o

TOTAL 634 1000/o
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Table 4
Frequency Distríbution of Total Family lncome

Table 5
Frequency Distribution of Education

Table 6
Frequency Distribution of Sex

INCOME GROUP COUNT PERCENT
LESS THAN $1O,OOO 12 O2.18o/o

$10,000-$19,999 43 07.800/o

$20,000-$29,999 105 19.060/o

$30,000-$39,999 121 21.960/o

$40,000-$49,999 103 18.690/o

$50,000-$59,999 68 12.34o/o

$60,000-$69,999 49 08.890/o

$70,000+ 50 09.07o/o
NO RESPONSE 83 13.090/o
TOTAL 634 1000/o

MAXIMUM LEVEL COUNT PERCENT
< THAN HIGH SCHOOL 33 05.21o/o
HIGH SCHOOL 236 31.22e/o
COLLEGE/TECHNICAL 158 24.92o/o
UNIVERSITY 198 31.230/o
NO RESPONSE I 01.42o/o

TOTAL 634 100o/o

SEX COUNT PERCENT
MALE 452 71.29o/o
FEMALE 179 28.23o/o

NO RESPONSE 3 00.47o/o
TOTAL 634 1000/o
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Table 7
Frequency Distribution of Marital Status

Table B
Frequency Distribution of Age

Table 9
Frequency Distribution of
Type of Camping Equipment Used

MARITAL GROUP COUNT PERCENT
MARRIED 510 80.440/o
SINGLE 90 14.200/o
SEPARATED OR
DIVORCED

28 O4.420/o

WIDOWED 3 OO.47o/o
NO RESPONSE 3 00.470/o

TOTAL 634 100o/o

AGE GROUP COUNT PERCENT
LESS THAN 15 YEARS 1 00.1 60lo
15.24 YEARS 57 08.99o/o
25.34 YEARS 16r 25.39o/o
35-M YEARS 206 32.49o/o
45.54 YEARS 101 15.930/o
55-64 YEARS 66 10.410/o
65+ YEARS 37 05.84o/o
NO RESPONSE 5 OO.79o/o
TOTAL 634 lOOo/o

TYPE COUNT PERCENT
CAMPER 32 05.050/o
MOTORHOME 71 11.2Ùo/o
TENT 2't1 33.28o/o
TENT TRAILER 93 14.670/o
CAMPER TRAILER 141 22.24o/o
CAMPER TRUCK 53 08.360/o
OTHER 33 O5.21o/o
TOTAL 634 1000/o

Àla+a. ên¡ -J^4i^lòi^-^ A--^-l:-- F¡rtrJtv. rJ¡rg uvilillu(JttÐ tappttilulÃ D.
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ïabre g ís a frequency distribution of gpe of camping equipment used asreported on 1988 campsite registration permíts. The data showed 211 of 6s4(33'28o/o) used tents' This compared favorabry with lggg Manitoba parksstatistics which indícate that S*o/oof ail campground permft horders used tents.

#Jilî]]:: 
.. trolo or users reporred rhe use or various uririry-oriented

,,.0".:;:',":',:l:î,:::ï,::ï:il:: purchased are shown in ïab,e 10
e purchased by 70.030/o ofcampers' fulPB statistics for lgBB indicate that s,0g (zg.4g o/o) ofa, avairabrecampsites were unserviced' lt is interesting to compare purchase behaviour topreferences for campsite services which are shown in Tabre 11. A totat of 222

:::i1." iî,,"ilJff;i,î:'""' ""n"ruiced campsites when rhey

The questionnaire asked respondents to identify their personarpreferences for campground ownership' Tabre 12 is a frequency distribution ofthe responses' These data indicated that 1g.40o/oof respondents preferredprivate or Nationar park campgrounds, and 2g.340/ohad no particurarpreference' The remaining 50.47'/oindicated a preference for fuflanitobaProvincial Parks campgrounds' These data can be thought of as refrecting thedegree of 'brand loyalty, exhibited by respondents.

ïabre 13 is a frequency distribution for party size reported on permits. Atotal of 535 (e4'ggo/o) reported a group size ress than 4 Dersnno ^6 ^^-pei"mirs' a rorar or 274 @s.220/o)campins groups r:;ffi;ffiiiili"
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chirdren in the camping group and 250 (3g.430/o) reported 1 0r 2chirdren pergroup (Tabte 14).

The frequency distribution of adurts in camping groups is shown in ïabre15' A totar of 76.030/o indicated normalry having 1-2 adurts in the campinggroup' A total or 147 (23.1g0/o) indicated normally having 3 or more adults in thecamping group.

Table 10
Frej¡uency Distrib.ution of Type
of Campsite purchased ¿ r -

ïable 11
Frequency Distribution of
uampsite Service preferences
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Table 12
Frequency Distribution of
Campground Ownership Preference

Table 13
Frequency Distribution of
Total Number in Camping Party Reported on Permit

Table 14
Frequency Distribution of
Normal Number of Children in Camping Party

OWNERSHIP PREFERENCE COUNT PERCENT
PRIVATE 39 06.150/o
NATIONAL PARK 84 13.25o/o
PROVINCIAL PARK 320 50.47o/o
NO PREFERENCE 186 29.34o/o
NO RESPONSE 5 0O.790/o
TOTAL 634 1000/o

PARTY SIZE COUNT PERCENT
1-2 266 41.960/o
3-4 269 42.43o/o
5-6 89 14.O4o/o
7-8 I 01.420/o
9+ 1 00.160/o
TOTAL 634 lOOo/o

# OF CHILDREN COUNT PERCENT
NONE 274 43.22o/o
1-2 250 39.43o/o
3-4 91 14.350/o
5+ 17 02.680/o
NO RESPONSE 2 Qld.32o/o
TOTAL 634 1000/o
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Table 15
Frequency Distribution of
Normal Number of Adults in Camping party

Table 16
Frequency Distributíon of Reported Length of Stay

Table 16 is a frequency distribution of the length of stay as reported on

the 1988 camping permits. These data showed 45.110/o staying only one day

and 33.440lo stayed two days lt is important to note that length of stay per visit ís

likely longer than indicated here given that permít renewals were not

considered (it is likely that some campers bought a separate permit for each of

several consecutive days of camping).

As a means of comparíson, the guestionnaire asked respondents to

reeall ihe number of vísits ancj total days of camping that they purchased in

Manitoba in 1988 and 1989. Tables 17 through 28 are frequency distributions

# OF ADULTS COUNT PERCENT
NONE 1 00.160/o
1-2 482 76.03o/o
3-4 110 17.350/o
5+ 37 05.84o/o
NO RESPONSE 4 00.630/o
TOTAL 634 lOOo/o

LENGTH OF STAY COUNT PERCENT
1 DAY 286 45.110/o
2 DAYS 212 33.44o/o
3 DAYS 80 12.620/o
4 DAYS 16 02.52o/o
5 DAYS 23 03.630/o
6 DAYS 7 01.10o/o
7 DAYS I O1.42o/o
8 DAYS 1 00.160/o
TOTAL 634 1000/o
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for the resulting data' Data are reported for purchases in Manítoba only and donot consider purchases made out-of province. The data are grouped for privatecampgrounds, provinciar park campgrounds, and Nationar park campgrounds.

Table I7 shows that 65.770lo of the sample visited Manitoba provincial
campgrounds 1 to 3 times in 1988. A total of z1g (s4.3*o/o)campers who visitedprovinciar campgrounds in l ggg stayed a totar of 1 to 5 days whire 2g.710/ostayed 6 to 10 days in totar (Tabre 1g). rn contrast, 53.150/o made from 1 to 3visits to provincial campgrounds in lg8g and 13.s60/o made 4 to 6 visits. A totarof 154 (24'29o/o) campers who visited provinciar parks in lggg did not make areturn visit in l ggg. A totar of .r7g 

(2g.230/o)campers who visited provinciar
campgrounds in rggg stayed a totar of 1 to 5 days, whire 141 (22.2g%o) stayedbetween 6 and 10 days totar. rn lggg, g.,r*o/oof campers visited provinciar
parks between 7 and 12 times compared to lggg when 5.050/o visited between7 and 12 times. A totar of 176 (27.770/o) lggg provinciar campground usersstayed a totar of 11 to 25 days. rn lg8g, 127 (20.049/o) stayed between 11 and25 days in total.

These data provided an opportunity to carcurate average rength of stayfor each visit' By taking the mid-points of the ranges used to report the # of visitsand multiplying by the 'counts', arì expression of totar visits and totar days wascarcurated' using data from tabres 17 andlg, this formura produced a totar of2438 visits representing a totar of 6g44days of camping in provinciar
campgrounds in Manitoba for l ggg. This represented an average rength of stayof approximately 2.85 days in 1g8g. rn comparison, lggg data (Tabres 19 and20) showed a total of 1638 visits to Man¡toba provinciar parks representing atotal of 4905 totar days of camping. This indicated an average stay rength of
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2'99 days' To compare, MPB statist¡cs indicate that average rength of stay in1988 was 2.S days.

Table 17

fre.A.u.gncV Distribution ofr or vlsits to Manitoba provincíal Campgroundstuîay-Sept lgBB

Table 1B

frequency Distribution of

il:ïf &iTt, 3f,3"' o i ns ìn Manft oba provi nciar cam psro u nds
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(13-720/o) visited between 1 and 3 times with the majority staying a total of 1-S

days.

similar results are índicated for visits to Private campgrounds in

Manitoba. ln 1988, 26.50/o of respondents (known híanitoba campground

users), also visited prívate campgrounds between 1 and 3 times, and in 1ggg,

21.14o/o visited private campgrounds the same number of times (Tables 25 to

28).

Table 21
Frequency Distribution of
# of Visits to Manitoba National park Campgrounds
May-Sept 1988

# OF VISITS COUNT PERCENT
NONE 471 74.290/o
1-3 150 23.660/o
4-6 10 01.58o/o
7-9 2 0Q.32o/o
10-12 0 00.000/o
13-15 0 0O.0Ùo/o
16+ 0 00.000/o
NO RESPONSE

1 00.160/o
TOTAL 634 lOOo/o
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Table 22
Frequency Distribution of
Total Days of Camping in Manitoba hlational Park Campgrounds
May-Sept 1988

Table 23
Frequency Distribution of
# of Visits to Manitoba National Park Campgrounds
May-Sept 1989

# OF DAYS COUNT PERCENT
NONE 471 74.29o/o
1-5 118 18.610/o
6-10 32 05.050/o
1 1-15 7 01 .100/o
16-25 3 OO.47o/o
16-35 1 00.160/o
36+ 0 00.000/o
NO RESPONSE 2 0O.324/o
TOTAL 634 1000/o

# OF VISITS COUNT PERCENT
NONE 539 85.02o/o
1-3 87 13.72o/o
4-6 7 01.10o/o
7-9 0 00.000/o
10-12 0 00.000/o
13-15 0 00.000/o
16+ 0 00.000/o
NO RESPONSE 1 00.160/o
TOTAL 634 100o/o
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Table 24
Frequency Distribution of
Total Days of camping in furanitoba Nrationar park campgroundsMay-Sept 1989

Table 25
Frequency Distribution of
# of Visits to Manitoba private Campgrounds
May-Sept 19BB

ffi

-

COUNT PFFIlìtrNT
NONE 539 85.02o/o1-5 62 09.780/o6-10 26 04.10o/o
1 1-15 2 OO.32o/o16-25

3 OO.47o/o16-35 0 00.000/o36+ 0 00.000/o
ITLùT\JIVùE 2 00.32o/oTOTAL 634 100o/o

# oFViSiTf- COUNT PFREtrNT
423 66.72o/o1-3 168 26.50o/o4-6 17 02.680/o7-9 a O1.42o/o10-12 7 01.10o/o13-15 4 OQ.640/o16+
3 QO.47o/o
r) 0Q.47o/oTOTAL 634 100o/o
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Table 26
Frequency Distribution of
Total Days of Camping in Manitoba Private Campgrounds
May-Sept 1988

# OF DAYS COUNT PERCENT
NONE 422 66.560/o
1-5 133 20.98o/o
6-10 34 05.3tio/o
1 1-15 19 03.000/o
16-25 14 02.21o/o
16-35 I 01.42o/o
36+ 2 00.32o/o
NO RESPONSE 1 00.160/o
TOTAL 634 lOOo/o

Table 27
Frequency Distribution of
# of Visits to Manitoba Private Campgrounds
May-Sept 1989

# OF VISITS COUNT PERCENT
NONE 465 73.34o/o
1-3 134 21.14o/o
4-6 17 O2.6Vo/o
7-9 6 00.950/o
10-12 3 OO.47o/o

13-15 2 00,32s/o
16+ 3 00.47o/o
NO RESPONSE 4 00.630/o
TOTAL 634 1000/o
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Table 28
Frequency Dístribution of
Total_Days of Camping in fu{anitoba private Campgrounds
May-Sept 1989

RESULTS OF THE CONJOINT ANALYSIS

Table 30 shows the results of the conjoint task for all respondents (group

statistics). The relative importance is the preference for each attribute

expressed in percent terms (the utility range for a given attribute expressed as a
percentage of the sum of the utility ranges for all attributes). ln addition, part-

worth utility values are shown for each attribute level. These utility values are

interpreted as meaning that the respondent rating on the measurement scale (I
to 11) will increase or decrease by the stated value (+ or _) each time the given

level appears in a treatment (card).

Results of the conjoint analysis task indicated that price, showers, beach,

fishing, campsite services, and firewood provision accounted for g1.2}o/o of the

preferences of campground users. Lower prices ($7 anO $12) contributed

positively to preference ratings and in total 26.550/o of preferences were

accounted for by the price attribute. The provision of showers, beach, and

fishing opportunity accounted for 14.270/o, 13.540/o and 12.1T0/o of preferences

# OF DAYS COUNT PERCENT
NONE 465 73.34o/o
1-5 107 16.880/o
6-1 0 3B 05.990/o
1 1-15 I 01.260/o
16-25 10 01.580/o
16-35 4 00.630/o
36+ 2 00.32o/o
NO RESPONSE 0 00.000/o
TOTAL 634 100o/o
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respectively. ln each of these cases, the provision of the attribute contributed

positively to the preference rating. Firewood provision was also an important

attribute with respect to preferences contributin g 8.QTo/o to the preference

function' lnclusion of firewood in the daily camping fee contributed positively to

the preference rating. tn comparíson, charging a separate fee for firewood

resulted in ratings being towered by .s64 (on the 11 point scale).

The provision of a store in the park area, availability of a campsite

reservation system, provision of hiking trails in the park area, closeness to home

(time in hours), and the provision of interpretive programs and services only

contributed a total of 14.720/o to the preference function.

Tables 31 through 40 show the Relatíve lmportance of Attributes

segmented according to a variety of variables. Tables 31-A through 40-A show

the part-worth utility values segmented for the same group of variables. These

tables serve as a basis for possible simulation exercises and provide

informatíon that may be useful in planning promotional campaigns for specific

target markets. For example, visual examination of Table 31 shows fishing to

be the most important attribute for residents of the united states (2g.460/o) while

the availabílity of a beach is not important (.g3ozs). This suggests that MpB

promotion aimed at the U.S. market should focus on the fishing opportunities

and disregard beach as an attribute in campgrounds.

Optimal Products

Conjoint analysis theory notes that optimal products are those that woutd

result in maximum consumer preference (purchase). Using the group conjoint
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results (Table 30), the optimal product (combination of attribute levels)

consisted of the following product description:

* campsite with sewer, water, electricity
" located less than 2 hours from home
" showers provided in campground* store provided in park area
" fishing opportunity in park area* beach provided in park area
" campsite reservation system offered
: daily camping fee of $7 charged
" hiking trails provided in park ãrea* no visitor centres, museums, nature trails, or amphitheater

provided
" firewood provided (in base price)

It is interesting to note that the optimal combination of attribute levels

includes the elimination of interpretive programs and services. One explanation

of this result is that consumers view interpretive services as contributing to

higher daily camping fees, yet they are not viewed as important services by

consumers (1.550/o; -.07 utility when provided).
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Conjoint Results by Segments

conjoint results were calculated according to seven separate

segmentation criteria that were identified a priori in the study. The results

showing the relative importance of attributes according to these segmentation
criteria are shown in table 31 through 37. The corresponding part-wofth utility
values are shown in table 314 through 374. These data provide a basis for the
identification of simulation opportunities which are too numerous to evaluate in

this report.

Simulation Modeling

The basic logic used in defining optimal products (ie. an additive model)
can be applied to simulation issues. That is, a representation of relative
preference for specifíed products (combinations of attribute levels) can be

estimated using the part-worth utility values. The SIMGRAF program is used in
this analysis. This program can simulate the relatíve preference for up to 21

products at the same time using the attribute levels prescribed in the study. The
simulatíon shows the percent of respondents that would prefer each product

simulated relatíve to the other products offered in a given simulation. SIMGRAF

refers to these percentages as shares. The program can also segment the
share results according to any of the background variables used in the program

(c.f age, income, place of residence, etc.). To demonstrate the use of the
simulation model, four products were entered into the STMGRAF program and
shares determined for each. The four products were identical with the

exception of the daily camping price which was 97, $t 2, 61 7, 622 respectively
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for products 1 to 4' To demonstrate the segmentation potentíal, the products
were also evaluated by,place of residence,.

ïhe description for pRoDUcr #1 incruded:

* unserviced campsite* located less than à nours from home

: iiiT.",.f Jåï!1T, ;i r'# å,#' o
- nsntng opportunity in park area- Deacn.provided in park area- campsite reservation system offered

" !1iy,,9"rping fee of $ï;ü;s;ä- no.ntKtng trails provided in pãrkarea
" visitor centres-.museums, näture trairs, or amphitheaters provided* firewood provioéo (¡rl Ëàid'öl¡Jãl

PRODUCT #2: lsame as above with 912 price)PRODUCT #B: isame as above witn gf 7 price)PRoDUcT #4: isame as above *iih $âá ffi;í

The resurting shares are shown in Tabre 2g.

Table 2g
simulation shares by Group and prace of Residence

These results show the potential to differentiate the camping products on
the basis of price. For exampre, using the group statistics, 12.70/o ot
respondents preferred a campsite price at $17 given the availabre produets
being limited to those simulated here. This may be interpreted as meaning that
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thís group attributed'quality' with the higher price (remember that all other
attribute revers were the same). This preference may be further exprained by
the resurts segmented by'prace of residence'. For exampre, u,s.A. residents
preferred the $17 campsite (ZO.gSo/o) rather than the $12 campsite (10.950/.0). ln
contrast, 'other canada' residents preferred the 912 campsit e (26.62o/o)

compared to to the $17 campsite (2.42o/o). The campsite priced at$Z2received
no substantiar support in any of the segments simurated.

The simuration modet can be used to estimate consumer response to
proposed product modification, and/or to the introduction of new products. For
example, MPB could simulate consumer response to the addition of showers in
any of the 13 parks where they do not currently exist. By simulating this product
change and segmenting the results by'park" an indication of the consumer
response by users of the given park could be estimated. other simulation
opportunities are too numerous to mention.
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Table 30
Group Conjoint Results

ATTRIBUTE RELATIVE
IMPORTANCE (o/o\

ATTRIBUTE LEVEL PART-WORTH
UÏlLITY

CAMPSITE
SERVICES 10.73

UNSERVICED -0.611
ELECTRICAL +0.248
FULL-SERVICE +0.364

CLOSENESS TO
HOME

02.23 <2HRS +0.1 01
>2HRS -0.101

SHOWERS 14.27 PROVIDED +0.648
NONE -0.648

STORE 05.45 PROVIDED +0.248
NONE -0.248

FISHING 12.17 AVAILABLE +0.553
NONE -0.553

BEACH 13.54 PROVIDED +0.615
NONE -0.615

CAMPSITE
RESERVATIONS

03.1 B AVAILABLE +0.144
NONE -0.144

CAMPSITE
PRICE PER DAY

26.55
$7 +1 .1 29
$12 +0.545
$17 -o.390
$22 -1.284

HIKING TRAILS 02.31 PROVIDED +0.1 05
NONE -0.105

INTERPRETIVE
PROGRAMS

01.55 PROVIDED -0.070
NONE +0.070

FIREWOOD
PROVISION

08.02
INCLUDED IN PRICE
PER DAY

+0.364

FOR SALE -0.364
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Table 31
Relative lmportance of Attributes by Place of Fìesidence

ATTRIBUTE PLACE OF RESIDENCE
ÚÚPG. OTHER

MAN.
OTHER.

CAN.
U.S.A

o/o o/o o/o o/o

CAMPSITE SERVICES 11.17 11.15 08.23 11.92
CLOSENESS TO HOME 02.88 02.76 02.16 07.64
SHOWERS 14.38 14.01 14.94 12.04
STORE 05.31 05.94 04.98 03.01
FISHING 10.40 11.25 13.64 28.46
BEACH 13.94 14.86 11.04 00.93
CAMPSITE
RESERVATIONS

02.21 03.61 03.46 06.02

CAMPSITE PRICE/DAY 27.76 23.ô8 30.29 26.04
HIKING TRAILS 02.43 02.76 00.87 00.23
INTERPRETIVE PROGRAMS 01.11 02.34 01.30 00.93
FIREWOOD 08.41 07.64 09.09 02.78

N 287 35
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Table 31 A
Utílity Values by Place of Residence

ATTRIBUTE ATTRIBUTE
LEVEL

WPG QtHhH
MAN.

OTHER
CAN.

U.S.A.

CAMPSITE
SERVICES

UNSERVICED -.60 -.66 -.50 -.50
ELECTRICAL +.19 +.27 +.25 +.53
FULL-SERVE +.41 +.39 +.26 -.03

CLOSENESS
TO HOME

<2HRS +.13 +.1 3 +.10 -.33
>2HRS -.13 -.1 3 10 +.33

SHOWERS PROVIDED +.65 +.66 +.69 +.52
NONE -.65 -.66 -.69 -.52

STORE PROVIDED +.24 +.28 +.23 +.13
NONE -.24 -.28 -.23 -.1 3

FISHING AVAILABLE +.47 +.53 +.63 +1.23
NONE -.47 -.53 -.63 -1.23

BEACH PROVIDED +.63 +,70 +.51 +.04
NONE -.63 -.70 -.51 -.04

CAMPSITE
RESERVATION

AVAILABLE +.1 0 +.17 +.16 +.26
NONE 10 -.17 16 -.26

CAMPSITE
PRICE

s7 +1.19 +.98 +1.43 +1.15
$12 +.55 +.60 +.53 +.16
$17 -.43 -.32 -Ão -.20
s22 -1.32 1.25 1.37 1 .10

HII{NG
TRAILS

PROVIDED +.11 +.1 3 +.04 +.01
NONE 11 -.1 3 -.04 -.01

INTERPRETIVE
PROGRAMS

PROVIDED -.05 -.11 -.06 +.04
NONE +.05 +.1 1 +.06 -.04

FIREWOOD
PROVISION

INCLUDED +.38 +.36 +.42 +.12
FOR SALE -.38 -.3ti -.42 12
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Table 32
Relative lmportance of Attributes by Age

ATrniEi]F-_
<15 15

TO
24

25
TO
34

35
TO
44

45
TO
54

55
TO
64

65+

ffi o/o o/o o/o o/o o/o
03.83 07.s0 07.37

o/o

CLOSENESS TOEME 11.11 11.44 14.21 19.5803.83 03 59 01.98 02.20 01.56\)rrr!,rYYEFfù 13.48 15.21 u2.39 02.02
11 .02STORE r 4.96 14.52 14.00

02.44
13.78

r 2.6000.00 09.50 07.04 06.1 6
12.32

I r9l illvr.¡

-

01.9s 11 .40 11 .44
u¿.n1 00.90

OEÂ(/Nffi 45.93 16.05 14.12 07 AÃ
14. /4 14.74 11.33 08.69 09.9001.99 02.11 02.42 02.64 05.1 1 06.08 00.2209.65 22.17 26.85
03.s2

24.43
05.82 03.1 7

27.45 29.96 35.67ffi 01.78 00.43 02.02't 1.49 01.27 01.98 01 .10
01.99 08.03

01.78 01.09 03.1 su7.70 07.70 09.33 07.82 07.87
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Table 32 A
Utilíty Values by Age

ATTRIBUTE ATTRIBUTE
LEVEL

<lc
\fr

15-
24

25-
34

35-
44

45.
54

55-
64

65+

-1.o
CAMPSITE
SERVICES

UNSERVICED -. .t.t -.47 -.42 -.6s -.63 -.82ELECTRICAL +.17 +.24 +.17 +.29 +.23
+.40

+.33
+.49

+.26
+.74

EULL-SERVE +.17 +.23 +.25 +.36CLOSENESS
TO HOME

<2HRS 25 +.17 +.09 +.10
-.10

+.07 +.1 1 +.09>2HRS +.25 -.17 -.09
SHOWERS -.o1 -.11 -.09PROVIDED +.88 +.72 +.68 +.66 +.63 +.58 +.49

-.49
NONE 88 -.72 -.68 -.66 -.63 -.58STORE PROVIDED +.00 +.45 +.32 +.28 +.1 +.12 +.04

+.00 -.45 -.32 -.28 -.1 1FISHING AVAILABLE 12 -.04+.13 +.54 +.52 +.56 +.62 +.65 +.34NONE -.13 6¿, -.52 -.56 -.62 -.65 -.34HEACH PROVIDED +3.00 +.76 +.67 +.67 +.51 +.40 +.4NONE -3.00 -.76 -.67
CAMPSITE 

-RESERVATION

-.67 51 -.40 -.44
+.01

¡IVÉ\IL.É\8Lts, +.13 + 1O 11 +.12 +.23 +.28NÔNtr -.13 -.10 -.1 1

CAMPSITE
PRICE

-.12 -.23 28 -.01
9/ +.13 +79 +1.12 +.97 +1 19 +1.51 +1.78$12 +.63 +.56 +.60 +.60 +.56 +.32 +.30

-.69
$17 -.63 -.o4 -.39 -.32 )la -.58

-1.25
822 -.1 3 -1.31 -1.32 -1.25 -1.28HII{NG

TRAILS
E ROVIDED -1.39+.38 +.1 5 +.16 +.14 +.08 -.o2 -.09

-.38 -.15 -.16 -.14 -.08INTERPRETIVE
PROGRAMS

PROVIDED
+.02 +.09

+.75 -.06 -.09 -.05 -.08 -.05 -.14
-.75 +.06 +.09 +.05 +.08 +.05FIREWOOD

PROVISION
INCLUDED +.14

+.13 +.38 +.35 +.35 +.42 +.36 +.35FOR SALE -.13 -.38 -.35 -.35 -.42 -.36 -.35
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Table 33
Relative lmportance of Attributes by Type of Camping Equipment Used

ATTRIBUTE TYPE OF EQUIPMENT USED
Carps l\&ts

l-kffÞ
Teflt Teflt

Tr&
Care
Tr&

cffe
T'uù

Ghs

o/o o/o o/o o/o o/o o/o o/o

CAMPSITE SERVICES 13.91 17.33 03.67 11 .03 16.96 10.08 11.76
CLOSENESS TO HOME 02.96 01.26 01.96 03.24 03.93 01.43 00.65
SHOWERS 16.37 12.39 14.43 14.57 14.06 13.65 13.07
STORE 04.34 02.73 08.07 05.67 03.31 05.30 05.88
FISHING 06.90 18.29 15.15 09.31 07.03 14.ô6 11.55
BEACH 15.58 10.71 't 3.45 14.74 14.27 12.22 10.02
CAMPSITE RESERVATIONS 03.35 03.78 02.69 03.44 02.28 04.07 04.79
CAMPSITE PRICEiDAY 25.94 24.48 27.62 23.18 26.16 25.77 33.56
HIKING TRAILS 00.59 00.84 04.89 03.24 01.45 00.81 00.22
INTERPRETIVE PROGRAMS 00.79 00.63 01.22 02.43 02.28 03.05 01.31
FIREWOOD 09.27 07.56 06.85 09.11 08.27 08.96 07.1 I
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ïable 33 A
Utility Values by Type of Camping Equipment Used

ATTRIBUTE ATTRIBUTE
LEVEL

CaqÞ
er

n&|M
l'krÞ

TtrË IH
Tr#

(lnp
Tr#

Cøre
Tnl&

Otw

CAMPSITE
SERVICES

UNSERVICED -.86 -1.05 -.17 -.69 -.93 -.64 -.65
ELECTRICAL +.31 +.44 +.13 +.29 +.22 +.29 +.43
FULL-SERVE +.55 +.60 +.03 +.40 +.71 +.35 +.22

CLOSENESS
TO HOME

<2HRS +.1 5 -.06 +.08 +.16 +.1 I +.07 +.03
>2HRS -.1 5 +.06 -.08 16 -.19 -.07 -.03

SHOWERS PROVIDED +.83 +.59 +.59 +.72 +.68 +.67 +.60
NONE -.83 -.59 -.59 -.72 -.68 -.67 -.60

STORE PROVIDED +.22 +.13 +.33 +.28 +.16 +.26 +.27
NONE -.22 -.13 -.33 -.24 16 -.26 -.27

FISHING AVAII-ABLE +.35 +.87 +.62 +.46 +.34 +.72 +.53
NONE -.35 -.87 -.62 -.46 -.34 -.72 -.53

BEACH PROVIDED +.79 +.51 +.55 +.73 +.69 +.60 +.46
NONE -.79 -.51 -.55 -.73 -.69 -.60 -.46

L;AMPSITE
RESERVATION

AVAILABLE +.17 +,18 +.1 1 +.17 +.1 1 +.20 +.22
NONE 17 -.1 8 -.11 -.17 11 -.20 -.22

CAMPSITE
PRICE

$7 +1.33 +1.12 +1.00 +1.00 +1.24 +1 16 +1.65
$12 +.63 +.39 +.50 +.75 +.56 +.47 +.53
$17 -.65 -.29 -.25 -.46 -.51 -.26 -.75
$22 1.30 -1.21 1.26 -1.29 -1.29 -1.37 1.43

HIKlNG
TRAILS

PROVIDED -.03 -.04 +.2Q +.16 +.07 +.04 -.01
NONE +.03 +.04 -.20 16 07 -.04 +.01

INTERPRETIVE
PROGRAMS

PROVIDED +.04 -.03 -.05 -.12 11 15 +.06
NONE -.04 +.03 +.05 +.12 +.1 1 +.15 06

FIREWOOD
PROVISION

INCLUDED +.47 +.36 +.28 +.45 +.40 +.44 +.33
FOR SALE -.47 -.36 -.28 -.45 -.40 _.441 -.33
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Table 34
Relative lmportance of Attributes by Total D?ys of Camping
in Manitobâ Provincial Park Campgrounds May-Sept 1988

ATTRIBUTE rOTru DAYS OFCAMPING 1988

1-5 6-10 11-15 16-25 26-35 36+
o/o o/o o/o o/o o/o o/o

CAMPSITE SERVICES 't1.42 09.41 07.44 14.68 13.71 11.70

CLOSENESS TO HOME 01.11 02.75 02.13 01.90 04.97 03.1 B

SHOWERS 15.96 13.53 12.75 '14.78 11.88 12.50

STORE 05.76 06.34 04.96 03.38 03.67 05.91

FISHING 11.31 13.1 1 15.82 08.66 09.50 10.68

BEACH 13.53 13.53 13.93 14.78 12.74 12.96

CAMPS]TE RESERVATIONS 02.44 03.59 03.78 02.53 04.32 02.95

CAMPSITE PRICE/DAY 26.05 24.83 27.38 29.37 28.63 27.62

HIKING TRAILS 03.55 02.33 02.60 00.21 02.59 01.82

-I NÎERPRETIVE PROGRAMS 01,11 02.33 01.65 00.84 00.65 03.41

FIREWOOD 07.76 08.25 07.56 08.87 07.34 07.27
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Table 34 A
Utility Values by Total Days of Camping
in Manitoba Provincial Parks tulay-Sept 1988

ATTRIBUTE ATTRIBUTE
LEVEL

TOTAL DAYS OFCAMPING 1988

t-J
rlavs

6-10
rlav.s

1 1-15
rlavs

16-25
rlavs

26-35
clavs

36+
davs

CAMPSITE
SERVICES

UNSERVICED -.65 -.58 -.41 -.83 -.69 -.68
ELECTRICAL +.26 +.27 +.1 9 +.27 +.10 +.32
FULL-SERVE +.38 +.31 +.22 +.56 +.58 +.35

CLOSENESS
TO HOME

<2HRS +.O5 +.13 +.09 +.19 +.23 + .14
>2HRS -.05 -.1 3 -.09 -.1 I -.23 -.14

SHOWERS PROVIDED +.72 +.64 +.54 +.70 +.55 +.55
NONE -.72 -.64 -.54 -.70 -.55 -.55

STORE PROVIDED +.26 +.30 +.21 +.16 +.17 +.26
NONE -.26 -.30 -.21 16 -.17 -.26

FISHING AVAILABLE +.51 +.62 +.67 +.41 +.44 +.47
NONE -.51 -.62 -.67 -.41 -.44 -.47

BEACH PROVIDED +.61 +.64 +.59 +.70 +.59 +.57
NONE -.61 -.64 -.59 -.70 -.59 -.57

CAMPSITE
RESERVATION

AVAILABLE +.1 1 +.17 +.1 6 +.12 +.20 +.1 3
NONE -.'11 17 -.1 6 -.12 -.20 13

CAMPSITE
PRICE

$7 +1.06 +1.08 +1.09 +1.36 +1.34 +1 .19
$12 +.52 +.54 +.52 +.59 +.48 +.81
s17 -.29 -.35 -.39 -.53 -.51 -.76
$22 -1.29 -1.27 -1.23 -1.42 -1.31 -1.24

HIKNG
TRAILS

PROVIDED +.16 +.11 +.1 1 +.01 +.12 -.08
NONE 16 -.11 -.11 -.01 -.12 +.08

INTERPRETIVE
PROGRAMS

PROVIDED -.05 11 -.07 -.04 -.03 15
NONE +.05 +.11 +.07 +.04 +.03 +.15

FIREWOOD
PROVISION

INCLUDED +_35 +.39 +.32 +.42 +.34 +.32
FOR SALE -.35 -.39 -.32 -.42 -.34 -.32
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Table 35
Relative lmportance of Attributes by Total Family lncome

AfiRIBUTE INCOME LEVELS (,OOO DOLI.ARS)
<10 10-

19.99
20-

29.99
30-

39.99
40-

49.99
5U-

Ã,o oo
60-

69.99
>70

o/o o/o o/o o/o o/o o/o o/o o/o

CAMPSITE SERVICES 07.88 08.35 09.42 11.27 10.41 08.53 15.64 10.73
CLOSENESS TO HOME 05.01 01.39 01.67 02.60 02.50 00.89 02.01 03.36
SHOWERS 14.10 13.46 14.06 15.60 13.1 1 15.28 11 .62 14.51

STORE 06.12 06.03 04.29 04.98 05.20 03.99 08.49 06.1 0
FISHING 06.12 12.76 12.16 09.32 11 ,45 17.50 13.18 13.25
BEACH 13.36 15.31 14.06 12.78 15.40 10.19 12.74 14.30
CAMPSITE RESERVATIONS 01.30 03.25 01.91 02.60 03.75 03.77 04.25 04.21
CAMPSITE PRICE/DAY 34.98 29.01 30.27 27.42 25.69 27.68 22.46 24.71
HIKING TRAILS 01.30 00.70 02.15 01.95 02.29 01.99 05.36 00.84
INTERPRETIVE PROGRAMS 02.o4 02.32 01.43 01.73 02.50 02.21 01.12 00.00
FIREWOOD 07.79 07.42 08.58 09.75 07.70 07.97 03.13 07.99
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Table 35 A
Utility Values by Total Family lncome ($,000)

ATTF8IJTE ATTFEI.JTE
LËVEL

tNcoME LEVELS 1,OOO OOtmnS¡

<10 1G
19.999

n-
æ.ggs

3&
39.999

+
49.æg

5G
59.W

@
69.999

>70

CAN/trSIIE
SER/ÐES

U8\Fem¿peD -.48 -.39 -.48 -.69 -.62 -.48 -.81 -.64
ELECTFMAL +.1 1 +.33 +.17 +.34 +.24 +.20 +.21 +.26
R'.1€EFNÆ +.37 +.06 +.31 +.35 +.38 +.29 +.59 +.38

e-osEt€ss
TOI-Ðf\,E

<2t+s +.27 +.06 +.07 +.12 +.12 +.04 +.09 +.1 6
>2t-FS -.27 -.06 -.o7 -.12 -.12 -.04 -.09 16

sr-Ðr^Eæ PFÐVæD +.76 +.58 +.59 +.72 +.63 +.69 +.52 +.69
t\þf\E -.76 -.58 -.59 -.72 -.63 -.69 -.52 -.69

STOffi PFÐVED +.33 +.26 +.1 8 +.23 +.25 +.18 +.38 +.29
NÐf\E -.33 -.26 -.18 -.23 -.25 -.18 -.38 -.29

FSI-hG AVAI.ABIE +.33 +.55 +.51 +.43 +.55 +.79 +.59 +.63
NIONE -.33 -55 -.51 -.43 -.55 -.79 -Ão -.o.t

BEACþI PFPVED +.72 +.66 +.59 +.59 +.74 +.46 +.57 +.68
TÐf\E -.72 -.66 -.59 -.59 -.74 -.46 -.57 -.68

(f,\rupstIE
FES.

AVAI.ABLE +.07 +.14 +.08 +.12 +.18 +.17 +.1 9 +.20
t{ot\E -.o7 -.14 -.08 -.12 -.18 -.17 -.19 -.20

CAR/PS]TE
PFrcE

$7 +1.91 +1.18 +1.27 +1.22 +1 t6 +1.21 +.79 +1.01
$12 +.55 +.58 +.38 +.59 +.66 +.45 +.60 +.67
$17 -.59 -.44 -.38 -.50 -.52 -.37 17 34
$2 -1.86 -1.32 -1.27 -1.31 -1.31 1.29 1.22 1.34

I-K{G
TRA¡-S

PFx)VæD +.07 +.03 +.09 +.09 +.1 1 +.09 +.24 +.04
N¡]f\E -.07 -.03 -.09 -.09 11 -.09 -.24 o4

NÏETP.
PFÐGFIAJVÊ

PHOVæD -.11 10 -.06 -.08 12 -.1 0 +.05 +.00
NþNE +.11 +.10 +.06 +.08 +.12 +.10 05 +.00

FFËÌ\OOD
PFÐVSmJ

Í\€LtæD +.42 +.32 +.36 +.45 +.37 +.36 +.14 +.38
rcRSALE -.42 -.32 -.36 -.45 -.37 -.36 14 38
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ÄX?åiåt'mportance of Attributes bv campins h¡îonth

ATTRIBUTE

Eê

Mav June JulY- Aug Ðnp

o/o

11 42

o/o

õõ:45

o/o o/o o/o

10.36 09.84 12.25

02.12 03.60 02.3ö
13.84
06.27

uu.¿¿ 14.01
13.75 14.41 15.10

04.50 05.25
05.76
15.08

04.87

STt r-^E
nsnt¡to
-õEI\r^lJ

13.35 11 .94 11.46 09.19

12.86 12.50 14.41
02.7Q

15.14 12.47
03.24 03.94

03.33
?6.49

03.1E
29.97 2z.ge 2s.so 26.92

02.22 00.85 02.25 03.68 02.1 I
i,î TÞall S 00.89

07.98
ot.¿a
07.84

04.05 02.16 01.09

08.11 06.49 09.41

nnewQqD
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Table 36 A
Utility Values by Camping tulonth

ATTRIBUTE ATTRIBUTE
LEVEL

May June July Aug Sept

CAMPSITE
SERVICES

UNSERVICED -.64 -.57 -.61 -.57 -.67
ELECTRICAL +.25 +.25 +.30 +.23 +.22
FULL-SERVE +.39 +.32 +.31 +.34 +.45

CLOSENESS
TO HOME

<2HRS -.01 +.10 +.16 +.11 +.1 5
>2HRS +.01 -.10 -.16 11 -.1 5

SHOWERS PROVIDED +.62 +.68 +.67 +.64 +.64
NONE -.62 -.68 -.67 -.64 -.64

STORE PFIOVIDED +.26 +.23 +.2O +.29 +.24
NONE -.26 -.23 -.20 -.29 -.24

FISHING AVAILABLE +.68 +.63 +.53 +.53 +.42
NONE -.68 -.o.t -.53 -.53 -.42

BEACH PROVIDED +.58 +.59 +.64 +.7O +.57
NONE -.58 -.59 -.64 -.70 -.57

CAMPSITE
RESERVATION

AVAILABLE +.1 5 +.15 +.12 +.15 +.16
NONE -.1 5 -.1 5 -.12 -.1 5 16

CAMPSITE
PRICE

$7 +1.04 +1.35 +.99 +1 10 +1 .17
s12 +.62 +.67 +.48 +.44 +.53
$17 ..31 -.54 -.42 -.28 -.42
922 -1.35 -1.48 -1.05 -1.26 1.29

HII(NG
TRAILS

PROVIDED +.10 +.04 +.10 +.17 +.10
NONE -.10 -.o4 -.10 -.17 10

INTERPRETIVE
PROGRAMS

PROVIDED +.04 -.07 -.18 -.10 -.05
NONE -.04 +.O7 +.18 +.10 +.05

FIREWOOD
PROVISION

INCLUDED +.36 +.37 +.36 +.30 +.43
FOR SALE -.36 -.37 -.36 -.30 -.43



Table 37
Relative lmportance of Attributes by Park

A I I RII3UTE

UAMPI'I IÊ
SERVICVES
GLOSENESS
TO HOME

Bird's
Hiil

!iIIUWtsHt'
STORE
l-tst-{tN(j

o/o

18.37

HtsAUH

C{and
&adr

OAMPSITE
RESERVATION

lJ4.9 t

u/o

CAMPSITE
PRICflDAY

wnne
-shell

11.¿9

15.69
0'¿. t8

HIKING TRAILS

03.2tt

o/o

04.37

INTERPRETIVE
PROGRAMS

14.32

Paint
Lake

10.53

16.48

02.18

09.16

t-il-thw(]L,L)

00.90

o/o

u/.53

Asess

'iooi

1J9.24

30.98

12.63

17.50

06.54

00.20

01.61

o/o

00.99

10.37

09.18

Hecla

N

00.tio

24.82

15.56

11J.05

02.93

02.69

07.23

FARK

08.54

00.81

u/o

13.45

12.04

IJUCK
Mt.

02.03

26.37

14.33

12.25
03.21

02.82

lJ6. t2

52136151
06.92

s/o

00.23

19.04

06.58

itpruoe
Vl/oods

02.93

'¿9. t2

15.40

11.42

01.34

06.29

4.44

07.22

o/o

00.80

09.33

13.29

GTaSS
River

02.21

23.40

15.62

1:¿.49
08.70

03.20

03.ô9

07.23

00.45

o/o

16.t2

09.80

Nop-
imino

00.90

22.23

12.99

12.rJ4
04.01

02.80

03.62

37

07.39

04.12

o/o

05.19

01.?1

furtle
Mr.

24.96

0.43

1b. /u

10.99

02.00

o'¿.81

00.81

55

UU.U3

05.80

28.20

a/o

I3.1 1

st.
Malo

00.89

25.37

03.58

10.47

0/.tt5

06.44

02.25

55

06.47

07.59

o/o

'¿4.43

Clear-
water

't4.99

u1.20

25.21

16

14.77
04.83

06.03

04.30
61

53

10.59

01.19

o/o

05.53

08.55

01.91

27.64

13.53

14.14

0r.43

01.54

u3.20

53

04.78

O1.EE

04.71

00.27

32.b9

13.1 6

15.46

03.51

00.94

51

07.25

02.ti6

14.04

01.02

;l3.94

13.38
94.17

44

0tt.97

03.02
03.39

20.96

n0

10

03.29

.1

02.41

B

51

08.99

36

NJ



Table 37 A
Utility Values by Park

Ail l-{¡tsu tts

UAMPSITE
SERVlCES

ULUStsNESS
TO HOME
SHOWERS

ATTRItsUTE
LEVEL

UNSERVICED

!;IUHE

tsLtsU II-IIUAL
I-ULL-tJEFIVE

t-tsl-1il\G

2

ÞtsAUH

HRS
2

Erro's
Hilt

PHUVIDIL)
HRS

NUNts

UAMPI'I I ts
RESERVATION

PROVIDED

-'t.o2

uran.
Bea.

NONE

+.20

AVAILAËLE

CAMPSITE
PRICE

+.83

NUNts

+.25

-.72

white
-shell

PI-IOVlDED

+.39

-.25

NONE

HIKING
TRAILS

+.79

+.33

AVAILABLE

+.16

-.t9

-.79

Paint
Lake

N(JNts

INTERPRETIVE
PROGRAMS

+.31

-.16

+.'t 4

üi/

+.48

+.öl

-.14

$12

+.04

Fll-ttswuuL)
PROVISION

+.22

-.56

-.öl

ASESS
-iooi

+.36

)17

+.45

-.o4

-.22

+.20

)22

+.56

+

-.45

.53

Pt-{uvtutsu

+.Uö

+.37

-.49

-.56

Hecla

-.53

NUNts

+.33

+.29

+.11

-.UU

-.3t

I.'HUVIDED

+.15

+.65

+.86

PARK

-.29

-.1 1

+1.67

NONb

+.46

+.12

-.69

-.65

-.86

DUCK
Mr.

INCLUDED

+.2ö

+.36

-.12

+.41

-.46

-.o1

t-ul-{ ljALL

+.42

+.64

+.69

+.01

-.3ei

-.tts

+1.11

-1

+.13

-.36

+.67

-.o4

-.69

öpr.
Wood

+.13

45

+.30

+.13

-.1 3

+.45

-.05

.67

+.23

+.t1

+.61

-.30

+.05

-.24

-.1 3
+1.14

-1.33

+.06

+.85

-.t3

-. t1

-.61

UTASS
River

-.03

+.13

+.29

+.04

-.85

+.53

-.uei

+.16

+.u3

+.60

+.51

+.56

-.1 6

-.29

+.43

-.47

-.u4

+.16

-1.2U

-.33

+.77

+.43

-.56

-.51

Nop-
imino

-.1 0

-.43

+

+.39

-.1 6

+.20

+.10

+.67

-.43

-.01

49

+.65

+.t2

+.01

-.39

-.'t tt

+.34

-.2Q

-.25
-1.19

+.90

+.15

-.94

-.1 6

-.65

-.1 3

-.72

lurfle
Mr.

-.34

+.16

+.u5

+.17

+.13

+.bö

+.04

-.15

t4

+.46

-.01

+.54

+.32

-.14

-.04

-.29

.I

-1.1 I

-.t3

+.26

-.46

-.03

+.85

-.54

st.
Malo

-.32

I

+.17

+.03

+.12

It

+.18

+.64

+.o2

+.11

-.26

+.55

+.79

+.39

-.12

+.3ti

-.'l E

-.24

-.Q2

+1.1

+1.01

-1.20

+.11

-.öE

-.39

-.t9

urear-
water

-.u4

-1.1ö

.36

+.17

+-24

+.19

+.10

+.52

I

+.04

.1

+.71

+.81

+.15

1

-.24

+.33

-.1 0

-.5t

-.1 I

+1.22

-1.23

+

+.91

-.49

-.81

-.1 5

-.33

.32

.o2

+.21

+

+.32

+

-.91

+.26

+.o2

.3¿

29

.52

+.21

+.75

+.55

+.37

-.32

-.4'¿

-.26

.z

+1.UU

+.9I

-1

+.zI

-.75

-.55

-.04

-.3t

+

s',¿

+.34

+.1E

-.07

-.2t

+.38

+.u4

.1

+.60

+.66

7

+.'¿9

-.1 I

-.38

-.23

.1

-1.11

+.25

-.60

+.EE

-.66

7

-.utt

-.29

+.1ti

+.ul

+.49

-.25

+.06

-.05

+.82

+.05

-.1 6

+.53

-.1 I

-.gt
+1.61

-'t .t u

+.64

-.82

-.53

-.08

+.u5

-.64

+.62

+.ul

+.08

+.bl

+.20

-.66

-.05
+1.21

-.0t

-t.b/

-.tt 1

-.01

-.20

+.19

+.13

+.70

+.01

-.19

+.zl

-.5ö

+1.1I

.13

-1.33

-.Uþ

-.2t

+.61

+.16

+.05
+.34

-.1 6

-.38
-1.35

-.1 ö

-.34

+.15

+ I

+.54

-.1 5

U

-.54

-.1 1

+.11
+.41
-.41

LÐ
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NULL HYPOTHESES TESTING

H(1) There is no significant difference in the relative importance

(part-worth utility ranges) that MPB campground users attribute

to the pre-determined set of attributes used in this study.

Analysís of Variance was used to test this null hypothesis. Part-worth

utility ranges were calculated for each attribute for all respondents. The range

refers to the magnitude of the difference between the levels for each attribute

that have the highest and lowest utility. For example, for the price attribute the

level ($7, $12, $17, $22\ with the lowest utility was subtracted from the level with

the highest utility to calculate the range for that attribute. This procedure was

repeated to calculate a range for each attribute for all respondents. These data

were used in an Analysis of Variance using STAT VIEW SE AND GRAPHICS

for Macintosh computers. While the relative importance of attríbutes (Table 30)

are different (some attributes are more or less important than others), this

analysis distinguished statistical significance at the .95 confidence level. The

analysis of variance showed that the relative importance of the eleven attributes

was significantly different [F(1 0,6330)=378.966, p..0001 ]. This analysis

allowed for rejection of the null hypothesis and acceptance of the hypothesis

that the relative importances of attributes was significantly different. Results of

the ANOVA are shown in table 38.
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Table 38
One Factor ANOVA-Repeated Measures for Eleven Attributes

Sum of fulean
uares:

ity Estimates for - treatments: -

Table 39
Mean Statistics for Eleven Attributes

A post-hoc Scheffe F-test was conducted to determine to isolate

significant differences. The results are shown in Table 40.

Single Treatments: -.044

: Count: Mean: Std. Dev.: Std. Error:
Services 634 1.786 1.108 .o44
L;IOSENESS 634 .686 .611 .024
Showers 634 1.365 .899 .036
Store 634 .E43 .625 .o25
Fishing 634 1.313 1.241 .049
Beach 634 1.365 .993 .039
Reservations 634 ,676 .58; .o23
Price 634 2.962 1.511 .060
Trails 634 .704 .609 .424
lnterpretive 634 .688 .554 .022
Firewood 634 .927 .743 .030



Table 40
Scheffe F-Test Results

ATTRIBUTE

SITE SERVICES

TRAVELTIME

SHOWERS

STORE

SITE

FISHING

BEACH

X

TRA

48.138

RESERVATIONS

7.067

PRICE

35.3s4

SHO.

HIKING

X

8.890

18.316

INTERPRETATON

STORE

7.054

FIREWOOD

.985

49.039

15.654

X

55.010

10.808

18.338

FISH

46.598

.105 '

.004'

ltJ lrJGtlti

47.96s

206.066

BEA.

6184

29.362

X

18.874

.013 
.

ù lgl'u

8.787

1.546 '

101.51

RES

10.824

17.371

2.309

1 .117

X

18.2r0

178.563

to

.106 
*

PRICE

16.170

7.619

.775

nrftcaf

08.129

.960 
*

X

HIKE

14.781

18.896

.279'
tat

15.5s6

101.46

INT.

17.392

5.939

X

18

207.9?ã

FIRE

.23

7.633

1

.031

.006 
.

X

202.865

2.509

20s.709

164.752

X

.010 
*

1.981

X

2.271

6
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H(2) There is no significant difference in the rerative importance
(part-worth utility ranges) that MpB campground users aftribute
to the pre-determined set of attríbutes used in this study, for
respondent segments that are distinguished on the basis of:

a) number of camping nights purchased in MpB campgrounds
in 1998

b) age of respondent

c) total family income

d) type of camping equipmenilvehicle used (ie. tent, motor
home)

e) place of residence

f) month wherein the camping permit was purchased
g) park wherein the camping permit was purchased

For each of the segmentation criteria noted above, analysis of variance
was conducted to test the null hypothesis. Data used in this analysis was utirity
range data for each respondent' categories used in each segmentation were
consistent with those used by MPB in related studies (ie. l ggg Annuat park
statistics)' This allowed for direct comparison to previous studies, and provided
a basis for confirming the representativeness of the sampre.

Results of the analysis of variance were used to evaluate the viability of
the pre-determined segmentation criteria. For exampre, if a given segmentation
criterion (ie' sex)' resulted in significantly different preferences (.gs confidence
level) that criterion courd be used as a basis for segmentation strategy.
ultimatery, marketing mix decisions courd then be focused recognizing the
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specific preferences of a defined segment. ln contrast, if the segmentation

criterion did not result in sígnificantly different preferences, it would not be
logicaf to segment according to that criteria.

For the seven criteria tested, only two resulted in significan¡y different
preferences at the .95 confidence level. Thus, the null hypothesis could be

rejected in those instances, and the hypothesis that preference differences did
exist, was accepted. The criteria TYPE OF CAMPING EeUtpMENT /EH|CLE

usED, resulted in significant differences being determined among the 7
equipment types (categories) included [F(6,622) = 4.SSg, p<.0002]. ANOVA

results are shown in table 41. Further comparative deta¡l is provided in table
42.

Table 41
one Factor ANovA-Repeated Measures for camping Equipment used

So
Sum of Mean

df:urce uares: $quare: F-test: p vatr¡c.
Çamping
Equip. 6 31.986 5.331 4.538 .0002
Subjects
w. groups 627 736.62 1.175
Repeated
Measure
(B) 10 3020.s32 302.053 388.35 .0001
AB 60 168.578 2.81 3.612 .0001
HX
subjects w.
groups 6270 4876.717 .778



Table 42
AB lncidence Table
Camping Equipment Used

tqutp.
Tvoe

Camper
Truck
Çamper
Trailer

Serv.

fent

531
1.712

Motor
Home

141
2.107

Travel

Tent
Trailer

53
.7

211
1.392

Camper

141
.65

t1
2.363

tihow.

other

53
1.455

211
.649

93
1.726

l-otals:

141
1.416

71
.877

Store

32
1.98

'N - Reoreser

brJ
.719

211
1.262

a-

93
.699

33
1.799

Represents mean part-worth utility for segment

141
.795

71
1.299

Attribute Ranges

Fish

32
.574

634
1.786

53
1.606

211
.873

93
1.473

33
.712

ts tot

141
.951

t1
.722

32
1.668

Heacn

tt34
.686

53
1.408

211
1.43'l

93
.938

33
1.197

in seoment

141
1.46

71
1.887

3Z
.816

HES.

tt34
1.365

g

53
.62

211
1.261

93
1.059

33
1.076

141
.614

71
1.208

3'¿
.949

Price

ri34
.843

53
2.991

211
.669

93
1.538

33
1.47

141
2.98

t1
.873

Trails

32
1.605

634
1 .313

53
.743

211
2.799

93
.656

33
1.174

141
.627

t1
3,092

32
.645

lntero

tt34
1.365

53
.738

211
.71

93
2.858

33
.727

141
.699

71
.729

Fire.

32
3.203

034
.676

53
1.007

211
.649

93
.715

33
3.667

141
.964

71
.725

32
.688

634
2.962

211
.7BB

93
.718

33
.879

71
.993

32
.707

634
.704

93
.995

33
.621

32
1.082

634
.688

33
1.045
634
.927

\o
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A Kruskal-Wallis Post-Hoc test was conducted to identify the attributes

that accounted for the preference differences. Results showed that Campsite

Services [H(6,634) = 56.803, p<.001], Store [H(6,634) = 13.433, p<.0367],

Fishíng [H96,634) = 36.082, p<.0001], Reservations [H(6.634) = 13.134,

p<.0411, and Firewood [H(6,634) =14.22, p<.0273] were significant at the.95

confidence level.

segmentation according to ToTAL DAYS OF CAMPING ¡N MPB 1988,

also showed significant differences in the attribute preferences within the six

groups identified [F(5,628) =2.67, p<.021]. ANOVA results are shown in table

43. Further comparative detail is provided in table 44.

Table 43
One Factor ANOVA-Repeated Measures for Total Days of Camping 1988

Sum of Mean
Source df: es: Square: F-test: P value:
Total
Davs 1988 5 16.03 3.21 2.67 .021
Subjects
w. orouos 628 752.58 1.2
Repeated
Measure
(B) 10 3020.53 302.05 380.52 .0001
AB 50 60.28 1.21 1.52 .0108
Bx
subjects w.
orouos 6280 4985.01 .79



Table 44
AB lncidence Table
Total Days of Camping in 1988

fotal Davs

1-5

6-10

1ï -15

tierv.
2XB1
1.772

16-25

162
1.75

lrav.

26-35

21U
.67

99
1.57

36+

Show

182
.7

77
2.06

218
1.49

Totals:

99
.62

25
2.1

182
1.34

utore

1-

ít
.74

218
.87

? - Represents mean part-worth utility for segment

33
1.83

99
1.17

epresents total N in seg

25
.74

182
.83

Attribute Ranges
FISN

ttit4
1.79

77
1.48

218
1.22

e

tt3
.77

99
.78

ts total

z5
1.2

182
1.39

Bea.

tr34
.69

77
.79

218
1.32

rJ3
1.14

99
1.48

¿5
.89

n seqmen

Hes.

182
1.4

634
1.36

77
1.32

218
.6

33
1.02

99
1.35

25
.97

Price

1ö2
.74

634
.84

tí
1.5

218
2.92

33
1.26

99
.66

25
1.19

Trail

182
2.82

634
1.31

tt
.74

218
.79

33
1.31

99
2.78

25
.68

Int.

182
.65

tt34
1.36

77
3.32

218
.72

33
.7

99
.64

25
3.41

Fire.

1ö2
.67

tt34
.68

77
.67

218
.92

33
3.36

99
.59

?5
.63

t62
95

tt34
2.96

77
.73

33
.78

99
.8

25
.67

634
.7

77
.96

33
.79

25
.99

biJ4
.69

33
1 .14
tt34
.93

b.J
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The Kruskal-Wallis Post-Hoc test was conducted to identify the attributes

that accounted for the preference differences. Results showed that Campsite

Services [H(5,634) = 11.86, p<.0367], and Price [H(5,634) =12.19, p<.0322]

accounted for the significant difference in preference among the six groups

used in this segmentation.

Other segmentation øiteria were not significant at the .95 confidence

level, but warrant mention. Segmentation according to Age [F(6,622) = 2.04,

p<.05851, Camping Month [F(4,629) =2.30, p<.0571], and Park [F(12,621) =

1.68, p<.06771may provide some basis for segmentation although they were

not significant at the .95 confidence level. Segmentation by Place of Residence

[F(93,630\ = .784, p<.5033], and Total Family lncome [F(7,543) = .88, p<.5244]

do not appear to provide a basis for segmentatíon.

ANALYSIS OF THE PSM RESULTS

As noted in Chapter 3, a technique referred to as the Pricing Sensitivity

Measurement (PSM) model was included as a sub-problem in this study. PSM

was included to provide additional insight with respect to the pricing attribute. ln

particular, data reflecting the "range of acceptable price" was of interest.

Analysis of these data are minimal in this thesis. However, more detailed

evaluation of the PSM method and results will be undertaken outside the

bounds of this thesis.

The PSM model results are summarized in Table 45. Graphs showing

the results according to Place of Residence miteria are provided in Figures 15

through 26. Results indicated that the campers are somewhat price sensitive as
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indicated by the position of the lndifference Price (lDP) with respect to

proportion of respondents. For all places of residence and service levels

measured, the IDP falls between 40.00/o and 47.0o/o. lt is important to remember

that the lower (o/o) the level of the lDP, the more price sensitive are the

respondents. There did not appear to be any significant differences in the

degree of price sensitivity attributable to any group or to any service type. ln

general, there may be somewhat more price sensitivity with respect to the

purchase of full-service campsites than for other service levels.

The range of acceptable prices also did not appear significantly different

with respect to place of residence or service type. One exception to this

observation may be Other Manitoba residents who showed somewhat higher

optimal price levels for each type of campsite.

The PSM results are also shown by month that the respondent was

selected in the sample (Table 46), and for each of thirteen parks (Table 47). No

significant differences are apparent with respect to these segmented results.

For all respondents, the optimal price levels were $6.60, $9.50, and

$14.20, for unserviced, electrically serviced, and full-serviced campsites

respectively. The OPP was the price at which least consumer resistance would

be found. lt is important to note that the questionnaire did not specify a

particular supplier of the campsite (c.f. Manitoba Provincial Park). The

questionnaire did however, specify that the price did not include entrance fees.
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Table 45
Summary of PSM Results

Table 46
Summary of PSM Results by Month

GROUP SERVICE MIN
PRICE

OPTNNAL

PFffi
MAX

PRICE
t.D.P.

LEVEL
(o/ol

ALL
UNSERVICED $5.50 $6.60 $9.15 45.0
ELECTRICAL $8.30 s9.50 $11.90 46.0
FULL $10.60 $11.50 s14.20 42.5

WNNIPEG
UNSERVICED s5.40 s6.50 $8.95 45.0
ELECTRICAL s8.30 $9.30 $11.90 44.O

FULL $10.80 sl1.75 s14.25 40.0

OTHER MAN.
UNSERVICED s5.75 $7.00 $9.20 46.0
ELECTRICAL $8.60 s9.85 s12.50 47.O
FULL s10.70 $11.80 $14.40 42.0

NON-MAN.
UNSERVICED $5.50 s6_20 $8.80 45.0
ELECTRICAL s7.80 s9.20 $11.60 47.0
FULL $10.40 $11.20 $13.50 43.5

PARK SERVICE
LEVEL

MIN
PRICE

@TftÁAL
Pffi

MAX
PRICE

t.D.P.
LEVEL

(o/o\

MAY
UNSERVICED s5.40 s6.40 $9.40 45.0
ELECTRICAL s8.20 $9.50 s12.50 42.O
FULL $10.50 s11.50 $14.20 41.0

JUNE
UNSERVICED s5.75 $7.00 s9.00 44.0
ELECTRICAL $8.00 s9.40 $12.00 44.0
FULL $10.60 $11 .75 $13.75 42.O

JULY
UNSERVICED $5.40 s6.25 s9.00 46.0
ELECTRICAL s8.20 $9.20 $11.60 47.0
FULL $10.50 $11.80 $14.50 45.0

AUGUSÏ
UNSERVICED s5.40 $6.20 $9.20 44.0
ELECTRICAL $8.00 s9.50 s12.50 43.0
FULL $10.75 $11.80 $14.75 42.0

SEPTEMBER
UNSERVICED $5.50 $6.50 $8.90 46.0
ELECTRICAL $8.00 $9.20 $11.75 44.0
FULL $10.80 $11.75 sl 4.1 0 37.O
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Table 47
Summary of PSM Results by park

PARK SERVICE
LEVEL

MIN
PRICE

OflTe/HL
Pæ

MAX
PRICE

t.D.P.
LEVEL

(o/¡\

DUCK MT
UNSERVICED $5.75 $6.25 $9.25 42.0
ELECTRICAL $8.00 $9.50 $12.s0 47.0
FULL $r 0.00 $11.20 $14.40 48.0

ST. MALO
UNSERVICED $5.25 $6.00 s9.00 40.0
ELECTRICAL $8.00 $9.2s $11.90 45.0
FULL $11.00 $12.25 s14.90 42.O

SPRUCE
WOODS

UNSERVICED $5.75 $7.00 $9.90 48.0
ELECTRICAL $8.00 $9.60 $13.00 45.0
FULL $10.50 $11.s0 s14.75 43.0

HECLA
UNSERVICED s6.00 $6.80 $9.40 45.0
ELECTRICAL $8.60 $9.2s $12.50 50.0
FULL s10.90 $12.00 $14.75 42.0

ASESSIPPI
UNSERVICED $5.20 $6.00 s8.90 45.0
ELECTRlCAL s8.20 s9.20 $11.80 40.0
FULL $10.75 $11.60 s14.20 37.O

PAINT
LAKE

UNSERVICED $5.OO s6.25 $8.90 53.0
ELECTRICAL 87.75 $9.00 $12.00 42.0
FULL $10.50 $12.20 $14.00 40.0

NOPIMING
UNSERVICED $5.75 $6.60 $9.40 47.0
ELhÇTRICAL $8.20 $9.75 $12.25 42.0
FULL $10.50 $11.75 $15.00 43.0

TURTLE
MOUNTAIN

UNSERVICED $5.90 $7.00 $9.25 46.0
ELECTRICAL $8.90 $9.40 $12.25 39.0
FULL $10.60 $11.75 s14.00 37.0

GRASS
RIVER

UNSERVICED $5.501 $6.30 $8.90 50.0
ELECTRlCAL $7.90 $9.40 $11.60 53.0
FULL $10.75 $11.50 $14.25 48.0

BIRD'S HILL
UNSERVICED $s.40 $6.00 $8.00 44.0
ELECTRICAL s7.75 $8.60 $11.00 42.0
FULL $10.50 $11.00 $13 10 41.0

WHITESHELL
UNSERVICED $5.25 $6.40 $8.90 41.0
ELECTRICAL $7.80 $9.00 $12.30 42.0
FULL $10.75 $12.00 $14.25 37.0

CLEARWATER
UNSERVICED $5.25 $6.2s I $9.00 42.0
ELECTRICAL $8.20 $9.00 $11.00 34.0
FULL $9.2s $11.00 $13.00 45.0

(jHANIJ
BEACH

UNSERVICED $5.50 $7.00 $10.00 40.0
ELECTRICAL $8.75 $10.00 $12.90 34.0
FULL $11 7d $13.80 $16.501 38.0
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Figure 15
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Figure 16
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Figure 17
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Figure 18
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Figure 19
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Figure 20
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Figure 21
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Figure 22
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Figure 23
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Figure 24
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Figure 25
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Figure 26
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DISCUSSIOf\I

Analysis of the background data provides an opportunity to develop a

profile of MPB users. The data indicate that 80.440lo of users were married and

32.49o/o were between the age of 35 and 44 years. Total family income for

59.710lo wâs between $20,000 and $49,999 annually. ln addition,37.22o/o had

only high school education and 66.720lo usêd camping equipment other than

tents (utility vehicles).

It is ínteresting to note that while 70.03o/o of campers purchased

unserviced sites, the majority (64.510/o) indicated a preference for either

electrical or full-service sites. The purchase of unserviced sites appears

consistent with the supply of sites offered by MPB which is inverse to the

preference expressed. The preference for utility-oriented sites is nearly the

same as the percentage of campers who use non-tent camping equipment.

These results suggest that expansion of the supply of serviced campsites may

be warranted. A benefit-cost analysis would be warranted to determine

potential pay-back of the investment required given the appreciation that daily

fees are the most significant determinant of preference (conjoint results), and

given indications of acceptable price ranges generated using the PSM

measurements.

Approximately half (50.47o/o) of 1988 MPB users had a definite

preference for provincial campgrounds compared to those provided by private

operators or by the National Parks. This data suggests the potential to increase

preference loyalties among fufPB users. Some MPB users purchased a

significant number of camping days from other suppliers in Manitoba. lt may
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also be inferred that some purchase occurred outside of Manitoba although this
data was not coilected in this study. visits to private campgrounds and to
National Park campgrounds by MPB users declined in lggg compared to 1gg8.
ln both years, visits to private campgrounds were more freguent than to National
Park campgrounds (consistent with the rimited suppry of Nationar park
campgrounds in Manitoba). Also noteworthy is the percentage of repeat visits
to MPB campgrounds in 1989 by those who visited in the previous year. A total
of 154 (24'290/o) 1988 visitors did not use MpB campgrounds in lggg. The
majority of these non-repeat campers were winnipeg residents (37.660/o) whire
31'82o/o were from other parts of Manitoba and sl.szo/owere non-Manitoba
residents.

Data indicated that average rength of stay in MpB campgrounds
increased from 2.95 in lgg8 to 2.gg days in 1ggg. However, it appears that
visits to MpB campgrounds and total days of camping in MpB campgrounds
likery decrined in l ggg compared to l ggg if participation by this sampre is
indicative of participation by the population in general. lt would be interesting to
evaluate actual use statistics for 1988 and lggg to provide a comparison for
these findings. unfortunatery, these data are not avairabre to date.

Results of the conjoint analysís showed price to be the most important
determinant of preference with respect to the attr¡butes evaluated. Also, the
oPP was found to be to the reft of the rDp in ail cases tested. Travis (1gg2)
noted that this may indicate a'stress,factor in price consciousness. He
described stress as analogous to automobile'sticker shock,. ln a,stress,
situation' consumers may feel that the market price is too high relatíve to the
perceived value of the product. ln the provision of camping opportunities by
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MPB this may be explained by the long history of 'free' and/or'low priced'

camping experiences that have been the norm in the province until recent

years.

The PSM results also showed some remaining latitude (relative to

current prices) with respect to the price of unserviced, electrical and full-service

campsites. This finding appears somewhat contradictory with respect to the

notion of "stress" mentioned previously. While price increases are possible

within the range of acceptance, such increases may result in consumers looking

for other suppliers. tn particular, price conscious campers would likely fall into

this group. One question to be answered prior to increasing price relates to

revenue. ln the event that reduced use of campgrounds results from a price

increase, such increases could be justified if total revenue increased. That is, if

the motivation is to increase total revenue, fewer campers may produce this

result if the increase is large enough. ln addition, maintenance costs may be

reduced and the preservation objectives may be easier to achieve with reduced

use of the campgrounds.

The provision of showers, beach,and fishing opportunities were expected

to contribute positively to the preference model and were found to do so. ln the

case of showers, this suggested that consideration should be given to the

provision of these seruices in MPB campgrounds where they do not already

exist. The provision of beaches and fishing also provided potential focus for

marketing promotions and for the selection of future new campground locations.

Services at the campsite was also an important preference determinant.

This result is consistent with the general questionnaire results which noted a
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preference for electrical and full-service sites among MpB users. This supports
the provision of additional serviced campsites as noted previously.

ln contrast, the provísion of híking trails, interpretive programs, campsite

reservations systems, and stores did not contribute significantly to the
preference of consumers. This suggested that these services can be eliminated

from MPB campgrounds without having significantly negative affects on

consumer preference. Given any desire to reduce operating costs through the

reduction or elimination of services, these should be considered. Similarly,

interpretive programs must be evaluated relative to the contribution that they
make to other MPB goals (c.f. education), and not merely on an economic basis.

Firewood provision also appeared to be an important determinant of

consumer preference. As expected, consumers preferred to have firewood
provided in the daily camping fee. The author interpreted this as meaning that

having firewood for sale was perceived as negative by consumers. ln addition,

higher prices may be more readily tolerated when MpB can show service

increases such as this. Preliminary review of the comments provided in the
questionnaires also supported this notion, suggesting that a consistent policy

was warranted. For example, some respondents noted frustratíon at having

firewood provided in some campgrounds and not in others. several

respondents also suggested that the price differential ($t.OO per day) was too

minimal relative to the cost of buying firewood which was deemed much higher.

It should be noted however that the relative importance of these attributes

varied to some extent when the respondent populatíon was segmented. This

suggested some potential to dífferentiate products for identifiable user groups.
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Simílarly, promotion targeted at specific market segments could focus on the
appropriate attributes. The best opportunity to evaluate potential effects of
differentiated products is provided through the use of simulation exercises using
slh/lGRAF software. The author viewed this potentiar as the primary benefit of
using the conjoint analysis approach. lt must be remembered however that
preference ratings are also inftuenced by attributes and factors not included in
this study' For example, it is clear that weather conditions and total cost
(equípment' traver, fees, etc.) infruence the purchase decision for some
campers' lt must also be recognized that consumer preference may change
given exposure to new information and experíences. ln this light, any use of the
conjoint data must be interpreted with some caution.

The resurts of the hypothesis testing in this study showed that
preferences were significantly different for consumer groups on the basis of type
of camping equipment used. Equipment type may be thought of as a proxy for
cost, suggesting that investrnent (sunk costs) influences campsite preference.
The preference for campsite services, store, fishing, reservations and firewood
were shown to account for the differences among the equípment segments. An
interesting discussion of thís result is associated with Motor Home users. For
example, campsite services, fishing opportunity, and reservations are more
ímportant for this group than for other equipment segments as shown in table
42' ln contrast, the provision of a store and of firewood are less important for
motor home users than for the majority of other equipment segments. This
understanding could be used by campground management in the development
of promotional strategies that are directed at users of particular equipment. lt
may be logical for example to provide some campgrounds that offer amenities
consistent with the needs of motor home users. These campgrounds would
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offer a majority of full-service and electrical sites, a reservation system, and be
developed in parks where excellent fishing opportunities are available.
simirarry, other campgrounds courd be managed to be consistent with the
preferences associated with tent users.

segmentation according to totar days of camping (freguency) shourd arso
be investigated further. ln particular, price is a more important determinant of
preference for users who camp more frequently. The possibility of offering príce
discounts for high frequency users may therefore be wa*anted.

It is also worth noting the importance of having up-to-date information
upon which to make decisions' while this study provided this, the author has
experienced some frustration at the lack of published data ¡n the form of l ggg
Manitoba Park use statistics. This information is extremely important as a
means of comparison for some of the findings suggested in this study.

Ïhe potential of the PSM methodology was clearly demonstrated in this
study' conjoint results alone show that the príce variabre was most important in
determining preference, suggest¡ng the importance of having more detailed
consumer information prior to manipurating price. The psM resurts provided
this detaíl' The simplicity of the method increases its value as a pricing tool. ln
particular' PSM could be used as a preliminary assessment tool that is followed
by secondary investigation that focuses on price change strategy. one obvious
use of the PSM method is in selecting the levels of price to be used in a conjoint
analysis study.
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Sugqested Further Research

These results are specific to consumer preferences for overnight

camping that is provided and purchased on a daily basis. However, the

success of this study approach leads the researcher to believe that a similar

methodology would provide valuable market intelligence with respect to

seasonal camping, day-use services, and back-country camping.

The results of the study also provide some direction with respect to

further research. ln particular, the researcher recommends a follow-up study to

identify reasons that may explain why approximately 25o/o (154 groups) of l gBB

campers did not return to MPB parks in 1989. lnitial investigation by the

researchers shows that 111 (20.670lo of Manitoba residents) of these groups

were residents of Winnipeg or other parts of Manitoba. Non-Manitoba residents

can be excluded from such a study given a belief that these users likely

represent vacation travellers who made other destination choices in 198g. By

discovering reasons why campers did not return, valuable insight may be

gained.

similarly, some understanding of expected rate of return would be

valuable. For example, it may be that a750/o return rate is exceptional. This

could be determined by developing a longitudinal study that tracks the camping

behaviour of this sample.

The comments provided informally on returned questionnaires also

provide direction for further research. For example, some respondents voiced

concerns about the new fuelwood policy adopted by MpB. This policy allows
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for some campgrounds to provide fuelwood as a service in the campground. ln

campgrounds where this service is not provided, a discount of $1 per day or

$30 per season is offered and fuelwood is then available for purchase from a
concession at $2.50 per small bundle. Numerous respondents found this policy

to be inequitable, noting that the discount was not equivalent to the cost of

fuelwood. ln addition, others cited a lack of consistency as a problem in

selecting campgrounds. These campers would rather have consistent fuelwood

provision in all campgrounds.

Other concerns were raised with respect to enforcement of noise

regulations, mostly requesting strict enforcement. Several suggestions were

offered to accommodate both sides of this issue. Of particular interest was the

notion of "family campgrounds" where noise would not be a problem because

"party groups" would not be permitted. Non-family "party groups" would then be

accommodated in specific campgrounds that catered to this group.

lnvestigation of the PSM model also warrants further research. ln
particular, reliability and validity of the method need to be established.
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Section.l:ABoUTVoURGÅ.MPINGPAR.[,,lclPAT¡or.å

Thissectionofthequestionnaireprovidesa.description
of your involvement in camping' The following questions

all refer to your use of campgrounds for which a daily fee

is charged. Use of seasonal campgrounds is not a

consideration of this survey'

Please answer the follow¡ng questions'

1. Which of the following best describes the type of

campground-that you would prefer to use if each

*"t'"qr"llY available to You?
privately owned/ôperated (e'g'' K'O'A')

2.

no preference

Please recall the number of

each of the following tYPes

from MaY to SePtember last

indicate the total number of

each tYPe of camPground'

times that You staYed in

of camPgrounds in Manitoba

year (1988). Also, Please
nights that You camPed in

Number of
StaYs

Total Number
of DaYs

National Parks

Provincial Parks
Private CamPgrounds
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3. Please recall the number of times that you stayed in

each of the following types of campgrounds in lvlanitoba

from May tq September (estimate the remainder of

August and Sept-) this year (1989)' Also' please indicate

the number of nights that you camped in each type of

camPground-
Number of Total Number

StaY5 of DaYs

National Parks
Provincial Parks
Private CamPgrounds

4. With respect to your use of Manitoba campgrounds in the

last two years (igee and 1989)' please indicate the

total number oi peopte (including yourself) that shared

your campsite on an average camping stay'

5.

Adults Children

Which of the following best describes

campsite that you would prefer to use

equally available to You?

Unserviced
ElectricallY Serviced
Fully Serviced

the type of

if each was
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Section 2: EVÅLUA-f'lf'üG CAMPGROUND SERVICES

This section of the questionnaire helps evaluate the impoñance

of various campground services. By identifying your preferences

we hope to better Serve you and other campers- ln the following

pages you will find sixteen. descriptions. Think of each description

as a campsite in a campground that is available to you as a camper'

We assume that you will prefer some descriptions more than others-

Below each description a preference rating scale is provided' A
lower rating indicates less preference and a higher rating greater

preference for the camping situation described. Here are two examples-

EXAMPLE 1:

- campsite with sewer,water.electricity
. located less than 2 hours from home

. showers provided in camPground

. store provided in Park area

. fishing opportunitY in Park area

. beach provided in Park area

. campsite reservat¡on system otfered

. daily camping fee of $7 charged

. hiking trails provided in park area

. visitor centres,museums,nature
trails. or amphitheatre Provided

EXAMPLE 2:

. unserviced camPsite

. located more than 2 hours from home

. no showers provided in campground

. no store Provided in Park area

. no fishing opportun¡ty in park area

. no beach Provided in Park area

. no campsite reservation system offered

. daily camping fee ot S22 charged

. no hiking trails provided in park area

. no visitor cenlres,museums,nature
trails, or amphitheatre Provided

. firewood for sale (added charge)fìrewood provided (in base Price)

Low
Preference Preference Preference Pref erence

INSTRUCTIONS: Please rate each of the 16 camp¡ng

descriptions that follow by marking an (X) on the rating
scale to indicate your degree of preference" ¡t is important
that you rate all 16 descriPtions-
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Program '1:

- campsite with sewer, water' electrictiy

. located less than 2 hours from home

. snowers Provided in camPground

. no store Provided in Park area

. no fishing oPPortunitY in area

. beach Provided in Park a(ea

. no reservation system otfered

. daily camPing fee of $7 charged

. hikíng trails provided in park area

. no uis¡tot centres, museums' nature

trails, or arnPh¡theatre Provided

. firewood provided (in base price)

Program 2:

. electricallY serviced camPsite

. tocateO môre than 2 hours from home

. ,noo"t" Provided in camPground

. no store Provided in Park area

. fishing oPportun¡ty in Park area

. no beach Provided in Park area 
-

. cámpsite ieservation system otfered

. dailY camPing fee of $7 charged

. no niXing trails provided in park area

. visitor centres,museums'nature
trails. or amph¡theatre Prov¡ded

. firewood provided (in base price)

1 2 3 A 5 6 7 8lshol11 112 3 4 5 6 7 8 911011 1

Low
Pref erence

Program

High
Preference

Low
Preference

High
Preference

. electricallY serviced camPsite

. to""t"O leðs than 2 hours from home

. nãino*.rs Provided in camPground

. no store Provided in Park area

. no fishing opportun¡ty in park area

. no beach Provided in Park area

. no campsite reservation system ofiereo

. Jáilv camPing fee of $12 charged

. no nifing'trails provided in park area

. no v¡sitòr centres,museums'natule' -trails, 
or amphitheatres provided

. iã*ãø for sale (added charge)

Program 4'-

. unserviced camPsite

. tocateO less than 2 hours from home

. no tno*"ts provided in campground

. store Provided in Park area

. fishing opPortun¡ty in Park area

. no beach Provided in Park area--

. ."tp.¡t. ieservation system offered

. O"ity camPing fee of $7 ctrarged

- hikíng trails provided in park area

. no o¡titot centres,museums'nature- 
trails. or amphitheatres provided

. fuewood for sale (added charge)

112 3 4 5 6 7 I I 1011 1

Low
Pref erence

High
Pref erence

Low
Pref erence

High
Preference
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Frograrn 5:

. campsite with sewer,water,electric¡ty
. located more than 2 hours from home

. no showers provided in campground

. no store Provided in Park area

. fishing opportun¡ty in Park area

" beacf¡ Provided in Park area

. campsite reservation system offered

. daily camPing fee of $12 charged

. hiking trails provided in park area

. visitor centres,museums,nature
trails, or amPhitheatres Provided

- firewood for sale (added charge)

Progranra 6:

. unserviced camPsite

. located more than 2 hours from home

. showers Provided in camPground

. no store Provided in Park area

. no fishing opportun¡ty in park area

. beach Provided in Park area

. campsite reservation system otfered

. daily camPing fee of $22 charged

. no hiking trails provided in park area

. no visitor centres,museums,nature
trails,or amPhitheatrqs Provided

. firewood for sale(added charge)

Low
Preference

High
Preference

Low
Pref erence

High
Preference

Program 7:

. electr¡callY serviced campsite

. located more than 2 hours from home

. no showers provided in campground

. store Provided in Park area

. no fishing opportun¡ty in park area

. beach Provided in Park area

. no campsite reservation system offered

. daily camPing fee of $7 charged

. no nifing trails provided in park area

. visitor centres,museums,nature
trails, or amph¡theatres Provided

. firewood for sale (added charge)

Prograrn 8:

. elecfr¡cally serviced camps¡te

. located less than 2 hours from home

. showers Provided in camPground

. store Provided in Park area

. fishing opportun¡ty in Park area

. beach Provided in Park area

. campsite reservat¡on system offered

. daily camPing fee of $12 charged

. no hiking trails provided in park area

. no visitor centres,museums,nature
trails, or amPhitheatres Provided

. firewood provided (in base price)

Low
Preference

High
Pref erence

Low
Preference

High
Preference

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 1011 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I a 10 t1

I ? 3 4 5 6 7 8 I 10 11
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10111
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Program 9:
- campsite with sêwer,water,electricity
. located more than 2 hours from home

. no showers provided in campground

. store provided in Park area

. fishing oPPortunitY in Park area

. no beach Provided in Park area

. no campsite reservation system offered

. daily camping fee of $22 cl¡arged

. no hiking trails provided in park area

. no visitor centers,museums,nature
trails, or amPitheatres Provided

. fìrewood provided (in base price)

Program 10:
. unserviced camPsite

. located more than 2 hours lrom home

. showers Provided in camPground

. store Provided in Park area

. no fishing opportun¡ty in park area

. no beach Provided in Park area

. no campsite reservation system offered

. daily camPing fee of $12 charged

. hiking trails provided in park area

. visitor centres,museums,nature
trails, or amPhitheatres Provided

. firewood provided (in base price)

Low
Pref erence

l-ligh
Preference

Low
Preference

High
Preference

P rog ram 'l I:
. electr¡callY serviced camPsite

. located less than 2 hours from home

. no showers provided in campground

. store Provided in Park ãrea

. no fishing opportunity in park area

. beach Provided in Park area

. campsite reservation system offered

. daily camPing fee of $22 charged

. hiking trails provided in park area

. visitor centers,museums,nature
trails, or amPitheatres Provided

. firewood provided (in base price)

Program 122

. unserviced camPsite
. located less than 2 hours from home

. no showers provided in campground

. no store Provided in Park area

. fishing opportunity in the park area

. beach Provided in Park area

. no campsite reservation system offered

. daily camPing fee of $17 charged

. no hiking trails provided in park area

. visitor centres,museums,nature
trails, or amPhitheatres Provided

. firewood provided (in base price)

Low
Pref erence

High
Preference

Low
Pref erence

High
Pref erence

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I I 10 11
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I I t10tl 1

1 2 3 4 5 b 7 I 9 10 11 1 2 3 A 5 6 I 9 10 11
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Frogranr'13:
. campsite with sewer,water,electricity
. located less than 2 hours lrom home

- showers Provided in camPground

. store Provided in Park area

. no fishing opportun¡ty in park area

. no beach Provided in Park area

. campsite reservation system otlered

. daity camPing fee ol $17 charged

. no hiXing trails provided in park area

. visitor centres,museums,nature
trails, or amPhitheatre Provided

- firewood for sale(added charge)

Low
Preference

Program '15:

. electricallY serviced campsite

- located more than 2 hours from home

. showers Provided in camPground

. store Provided in Park area

. fishing oPPortunitY in Park area

. beactr Provided in Park area

. no campsite reservation system oflered

. daily camPing fee of 517 charged

. hiking.trails provided in park area

. no visitor centres'museums,nature
trails, or amPhitheatres Provided

. firewood for sale(added charge)

Low
Preference Pref erence

Program 14:
. e¡ectr¡callY serviced camPsite

. located less than 2 hours from home

. showers Provided in camPground

. no store provided in park area

. fishing oPPortunitY in Park area

. no beach Provided in Park area

. no reservation sYstem offered

. daily camPing fee of $22 clrarged

. hiking trails provided in park area

. visitor centers,museums,nature
trails. or amPitheatres Provided

. firewood for sale (added charge)

High
Preference

Low
Preference

Program '16:

Low
Pref erence

High
Preference

High
PreÍerence

DESCRIPTIoNS,

. electricatlY serviced camPsite

- located more than 2 hours from home

. no showers provided in campground

. rìo store Provided in Park area

. no fishing opportunity in park area

. no beach Provided in Park area

. campsite reservation system otfered

. daily camPing fee of $17 charged

- hiking trails provided in park area

. no visitor centers,museums,nature
trails, or ampitheatre Provided

. firewood provided (in base price)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 11011 1

THANK YOU FOR RATING THESE CAMPING

PLEASE CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE'

1 2 3 4 5 b 7 I I 1011 1
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With respect to campground services please answer the

followingfourquest¡on'usingthescalesprovidedundereach'
ThescalesrefertothedailyfeeforuseolanUblSEBVlcED
campsite and does not include park entrance fees'

a.Whatisthehighestfeeatwhichyouconsideroneday's
use of an unserviced campsite to be inexpensive?

(circle one dollar amount)'

what is the lowest fee at which you consider one day's

use of an unserviced campsite to be expensive?

(circle one dollar amount)'

soT$2-l s+ | s6l sB lsl c

At what price on the scale do you consider one day's use

of an unserviced campsite to be too expensive and beyond

considering buying? (circle one dollar amount)'

s1{st ¿lst Qst qszq!2' $2 4l$2 qS2 q$3 (
$0 $2 S4 s6 s8 s1c

you consider one daY's use

be too cheaP, so that You

one dollar amount)-

At what Price on the scale do

of an unserviced camPsite to

question the qualitY? (circle

ffi4q4!3g9rq$3($0 s2 S4 S6 $8 s1(
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With respect to campground services please answer the

following tour qulstioñ= using the scales provided under each'

The scales refer to the daily fee for use of an ELEcTFIcALLY

sERvlÇEDcampsiteanddoesnotincludeparkentrancefees.

a- What is the highest fee at.which you consider one day's

use of an eleðtrically serviced campsite to be

inexpensive? (circle one dollar amount)'

$0 S2 s4 $6 $8 $1C

b, What is the lowest fee at which you consider one day's

useofanelectricallyservicedcampsitetobeexpensive?
(circle one dollar amount)'

c.Atwhatpriceonthescaledoyouconsideroneday'suse
olanelectricallyservicedcampsitetobetooexpensive
and beyond considering buying? (circle one dollar amount)

$4T$61$81$1q$1' s1 4{s1 s1€ s2( S2 52¿ $2( s2 q$s (

SO S2

d. At what price on the scale do you consider

of an electr¡cally serviced campsite to be

that you question the quality? (circle one

one daY's use

too cheaP, so

dollar amount)-

$3($2ts2(S2ts2( <)'.
$1(s8$4 s6S2s0 $1i s1 S1 $1€

SI s1€ s2 ds2 2 <t¿ s2( s2€ $3C
SO $2 s4 $6 $8 s1 ds1 As1
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With respect to campground services please answer the

following four questioñs using the scales provided under each'

Thescalesrefertothedailyleeforuseofacampsiteserviced
with

a.Whatisthehighestfeeatwhichyouconsideroneday,s
use of a camisite serviced with water' sewer and

electricitytobeinexpensive?(circleonedollaramount).

Whatisthelowestfeeatwhichyouconsideroneday.s
use of a campsite serviced with water' sewer and

electricity to be expensive? (circle one dollar amount)'

Atwhatpriceonthescaledoyouconsideroneday'suse
of a campsite serviced with water' sewer and electricity

to be too expensive and beyond considering buying?

(circle one dollar amount)'

At what Price on the scale do

of a camPsite serviced with

to be too cheaP, so that You

(circle one dollar amount)'

you consider one daY's use

water, sewer. and electricitY

question the qualitY?

$0 $2 $4 Þb $8 s10 s12
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Sectior¡ 3: ABCIUT VOU PERSOI'üALLV

Thisisthefinalsectionofthequestionnaire..Wewouldlike
toaskyousomeq,.=t¡on'aboutyourpersonalbackground.

1. Sex: Male Female

2- Year of Birth: ffear)

3. Marital status: Married single

SeParated or divorced Widowed

4. How many dependents under the age of 18 live at home

with You?

5.Whichofthefollowingbestdescribesthehighestlevelof
education in which you have participated?

less than high school

high school
cJmmun¡ty college or techn¡cal school

u nlve rsitY
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6.Approximately,whatwasthetotalamountofincomethatyou
and memberå of your household received during the past 12

months. (NOTE: VóUn pENStoN, INVESTtu1ENT INCOME AND

INTEREST lS CONSIDERED INCOÎ\fE)

less than $10,000
$10,001 to $20,000
$20,001 to $30,000
$30,001 to $40,000

$40,001 to $50,000
$50,001 to $60,000
$60,001 to $70,000
more than $70,000

T'HANK VOU" PT,E.ESE MATL

XN T'ffiE, ENVE,LTPE PR.TVIÐEÐ.

ffimsmsffieg?ts?
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APPENDIX B

EQUIPMENT TYPE DEFINITIOruS

camper: Any vehicre that is modified to provide riving
accommodation, such as a Voikswagen Wðstphalia.

Motorhome: Any serf-contained camping unit that is motor driven.
Tent: portabre sherter generaily made of materiar.

Tent Trairer: A tow-behind trairer that pops-up to form a tent.
camper Trairer: House trairer, traver trairer or a 5th wheer trairer thatprovides temporary living accommodation. 

-"J

camper Truck: sride-in unit that is fuily equipped for camping.

other: rfy.Í with a pick-up cap, arso a van that is not eguippedwith living accommodaiion.


